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ABSTRACT
This research investigates the performance of an active optical
imaging radar system which is viewino a diffusely reflecting rough
surface through the turbulent atmosphere. The mathematical formulation
of this problem is not amenable to standard statistical techniques so
that we examine a collection of related simplifications in order to
evaluate the performance of this system. The results thus obtained
indicate that appropriate utilization of the active aspect of the radar
system can significantly improve the attainable performance. Returnina
to the original formulation, we discuss several suboptimal imaging tech-
niques which are adapted from techniques employed in simpler contexts
and which partially circumvent image degradations due to turbulence.
Finally, we describe certain practical applications for this system.
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5CHAPTER 1
There is considerable interest in imaging or otherwise
identifying objects which may be present in the atmosphere.
For imaging such objects, optical systems in principle offer
significant improvement (more detailed resolution) over
their microwave counterparts. This potential advantage has
not been fully realized, however, because atmospheric tur-
bulence severely limits the quality of images formed by
optical systems. While this restriction is most familiar
in the context of passive systems which view naturally il-
luminated or self-luminous objects, it also applies to
active systems wherein the transmitter illuminates the en-
tire object. In undertaking this research, we thus sought
to determine whether the active aspect of the transmitter
could be utilized to circumvent turbulent limitations on
imaging.
In pursuit of this objective, the available litera-
ture concerning wave propagation in turbulence and scatter-
ing from rough surfaces was employed to develop a formula-
tion which correctly described these relevant physical
phenomena. This model was not amenable to standard statis-
tical techniques so various simplifications of the original
formulation were examined in order to obtain a quantitative
6measure for the performance of such a system. The results
derived in these simplified models were then used to gener-
ate some imaging methods that were applicable in the general
formulation.
In each of these analyses, the proper utilization of
the active transmitter provides a meaningful improvement in
the performance of the radar system. For example, in those
contexts where the target is completely characterized by
its coherent cross section, transmitter diversity can be
employed to significantly reduce the amount of temporal
diversity (Z.e.., length of time) required to obtain a sat-
isfactory measurement of this parameter. An additional ex-
ample occurs in the general formulation where transmitter
diversity provides the basis for scanning techniques that
adequately image certain classes of targets which cannot
be handled by other available methods.
This report is organized in the following manner. The
general formulation and a hierarchy of related simplifica-
tions are developed in Chapter 2. Certain of these special-
izations involving isoplanatic scattering surfaces are ex-
amined in Chapter 3 while other specializations relating
to more complicated surfaces are considered in Chapter 4.
7The results obtained in these chapters are the basis fo the
imaging techniques (applicable to the general formulation)
discussed in Chapter 5. Some applications of this material
are described in Chapter 6 and a brief summary is given in
Chapter 7.
8CHAPTER 2
In this chapter, we formulate a problem model to serve as the basis
for future analysis. Because the relevant literature appears in less gen-
eral contexts, we employ a three-step procedure to incorporate these re-
sults into our model. First, in Section 22, we collect useful results
concerning the propagation of (optical) electromagnetic waves over a
line-of-sight path between two apertures through the clear turbulent at-
mosphere. Next, in Section 2,2, we gather the appropriate material deal-
ing with the scattering of electromagnetic waves from rough surfaces.
These results are then merged in Section 2.3 to obtain the desired for-
mulation, henceforth termed the radar model.
92.1 Wave Propagation in the Clear Turbulent Atmosphere
There exists an extensive literature on this topic which has been
summarized from both physical [1,2] and communication theoretical [3,4]
viewpoints. We therefore draw freely on established results and refer
those concerned about this issue peA e to the preceding references. To
our knowledge, no updated summary is available despite the continuing ap-
pearance of related material.
2.1.1 Channel Model
The geometry for line-of-sight propagation through the turbulent
atmosphere is established in Figure 2.1. Here A1 and A2 are parallel,
planar apertures which are centered on a common perpendicular (length L)
connecting the input and output planes. For analytical convenience, we
consider only scalar fields since their use entails no loss of generality
for this channel [1,3]. We may exploit the linearity of Maxwell's equa-
tions to write the received field, E0(r,t), in terms of the transmitted
field, Ei(r,t), by means of the channel impulse response h2 1(r,,t,t)
EO(r, t)=f dr f dti(r,t-t)h2l(r ,rt, ) ,
A1  T1
r e A2, t c T2. (2.1)
Provided these fields are temporally narrowband about the optical carrier
frequency, f0, we may employ complex envelope representation to obtain the
10
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FIGURE 2.1: GEOMETRY FOR A LINE-OF-SIGHT PATH
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following input-output relationship for this channel
E (r,t) = Af dE(,t-)h2(r,tt),
r e A2 , t E 2(2.2a)
where T2 becomes a time-shifted (by L/c) version of T. In this ex-
pression E0(r,t) and EI,t) are the respective complex envelopes
E0(r,t) = Re[E(rt)exp(j27rf0t)],
rEA2 ,t eFT2, (2.2b)
Ei('r,')= Re[E.( ,t)exp(j2f 0T'
r A1  E T 1(2.2c)
while h21(r,5,t) is defined by the following
h21(r,,t) = f dt h21(r,$,t,t)exp(-j2irf0 t,
0
r E A1, r sA2 , t s T2, (2.2d)
which exploits the large temporal coherence bandwidth [1,3] of the turbu-
lent channel relative to these fields. There exists a useful representa-
12
tion [5] for the impulse response
h21(r,tt) = h0(r-S)exp[x2 1(r,tt)+jq 21(r,r,t)1,
A
r e A2, t c T2, r E A1, (2.3)
where h0(r-$) is the free space impulse response for this channel and
where x21(r,tt) and t21(r,?,t) are the turbulence-induced perturba-
tions of a spherical wave source. For transmitted envelopes that are
less than a temporal coherence length in extent and that possess no tem-
poral modulation, we obtain the simplified input-output relationship
E0(r) = A dP E.(7)h21(r,), r E A2, (2.4)
1
by suppressing all temporal dependences as well as the channel delay time.
2.1.2 Impulse Response Statistics
Complete statistics for the impulse response are provided by the
complete statistics for the perturbation terms, x(r,rt) and c(r,,t).
The latter statistics may be obtained, for suitably restricted path-
lengths, by extending the spherical wave propagation theory based upon
the Rytov approximation. Within a temporal coherence interval, the speci-
fication of the perturbation statistics is time-independent. Here,
13
x(ri,t) and (r,r,t) are jointly Gaussian random fields that are com-
pletely characterized by their means and covariance functions which are
available elsewhere [21,47]. We typically assume that their cross-
covariance is zero despite evidence that this assumption is not well
justified physically [2]. Furthermore, we often employ the statistics
corresponding to a statistically homogeneous and isotropic channel al-
though those for a locally homogeneous and isotropic channel are more
accurate. The statistics which are most relevant to our analysis in-
clude the mean values
<x21(r,,t)> = - 2 (2.5a)
<2(r,r't)> = 0; (2.5b)
the variances
<x21 2(r,rt)> - <x21(rt)>2 =2, (2.5c)
< 212(r,$,t)> = a 2; (2.5d)
and the structure functions [11]
D (r-p,r4) = <{x21 (r,r, t)-x 2 (p,,t)}2>, (2.5e)
14
D (r-p,t-) = <{42 (r,,t)- 21 (p,,t)}2>. (2.5f)
We also utilize the wave structure function which is defined to be the
sum of the preceding (log-amplitude and phase) structure functions
SA AA
D(r-pr-p) = D (r-p,r-p) + D (r-p ,r-p). (2.5g)
For lengthier temporal intervals, the statistics of the impulse
response exhibit temporal dependence and an additional assumption is re-
quired to evaluate their behavior. Taylor's hypothesis asserts that
this dependence is due solely to a deterministic wind blowing a fixed
spatial configuration of refractive index fluctuations perpendicularly
to the propagation path. A discussion of this assumption and its ef-
fects is contained in Lawrence and Strohbehn [1]. The frozen atmosphere
hypothesis models the atmosphere as undergoing a succession of fixed
states each of which endures for a temporal coherence interval. This
assumption, its statistics and the restrictions on its use are examined
by Brookner [4].
The received field is accompanied by the appropriate polarization
component of the background radiation. This complex noise envelope is
usually modeled as a zero mean complex Gaussian random process that is
white with independent quadrature components that are stationary in time
and homogeneous in space [7]. The characterization of the noise coupled
with the impulse response statistics completes the specification of the
model of the channel.
15
2.1.3 Normal Made Decomposition
In this section, we examine some results obtained by Shapiro [8]
who has applied the normal-mode decomposition associated with linear sys-
tems to the line-of-sight propagation model just described. In particular,
for the input-output relationship of Equation 2.4 the decomposition consists
A A
of a set of input eigenfunctions {oi (r): I < n < co, r e A 1}, a set of
output eigenfunctions {[on(r): 1 < n < co, r E A2} and a set of eigen-
values {nn: 1 < n < oo}. The input eigenfunctions form a complete or-
thonormal (CON) set on A1 and, with the eigenvalues, are solutions of
the integral equation
f dr2{ dr (r,)h21(r, 2) n(r nin
1  A2
re A. (2.6a)
The output eigenfunctions form a CON set on A2 and are obtained from the
input eigenfunctions by means of Equation 2.4:
nnDon(r) = Af dr .(D)h21(r,T), r e A2. (2.6b)
Because the channel is random, it follows that the eigenvalues and both
sets of eigenfunctions are also random so that they must be characterized
statistically. The input-output relationship for the corresponding free
space channel permits a similar normal mode decomposition
{o'ino On,0 ',nn,0 < n < oo, er: A1,r e A2} wherein the input
and output eigenfunctions as well as the eigenvalues are deterministic.
The behavior of the eigenvalue statistics is intimately connected
with the parameter
2
D = f drt f dr h2 1(rIn(2.7)
A A2 n=l
which functions as an effective Fresnel number. For 4D9<< 1 (the far
field), the maximum eigenvalue is approximately equal to Df; all other
eigenvalues are insignificant relative to Df. For rD.>> 1 (the near
field), there are Df near unity eigenvalues; all other eigenvalues are
approximately zero. Thus, for the turbulent atmosphere, we are able to
define near-field and far-field regions solely in terms of eigenvalue be-
havior. This behavior is analogous to that of the corresponding free
space channel with Fresnel number DfQ.
Furthermore, under certain conditions, the eigenfunctions associ-
ated with the turbulent channel are similar to those for the free space
channel. Specifically, in the far field, the two channels have the same
input eigenfunction whenever the diameter of the aperture A1 is less
than the spherical-wave phase coherence length; they have the same out-
put eigenfunction whenever the diameter of the aperture A2 is similarly
restricted. For the near field, so long as aperture A1 is not larger
than aperture A2, the input eigenfunctions with near unity eigenvalues
are identical for the free space and turbulent channels.
16
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2.1.4 Approximations for the Impulse Response
The behavior of the atmospheric impulse response is complicated due
principally to its dependence on the spherical wave perturbation term as
indicated by the following simplification of Equation 2.3.
A AA)+
h21(r,r) = h0(r-r)expIx21(' j 21(rr
r e A2, r- A1 . (2.8)
We herein examine some approximations for the perturbation term which, in
turn, simplify the behavior of the atmospheric impulse response. Most
available research has assumed the validity of one such approximation
(isoplanatism) although this topic is currently undergoing re-examination
A trivial simplification occurs when the perturbation term exhibits
no spatial variation over the relevant apertures so that the random
process is well-modeled as a random variable. Quantitatively, we require
that the mean-square difference between any two pairs of input and output
aperture points satisfy the following
2
suP< {x2l r1 ) 21 (, )1f21 PP) 21(pr ,1p
r,p
r,p E A 2,. rpE A1.(2.9)
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For a statistically homogeneous and isotropic path, this requirement involves
only the structure function for the turbulence
sup{D(r-pr-p)} < 1,
rg
r,p
AA
r,p EA 2, r,p A,(2.10)
which, in turn, leads to the conditions
diam A2 Asup { r-pj} <Pp ,(2.lla)
r,psA
2
diam A1  Asp $-*} <pPW' (2.11b)
where p is the plane wave coherence distance. Although the computa-
PW
tional merits of this approximation are substantial, its usefulness is
limited by the extremely short pathlengths over which energy can be ef-
fectively transferred between apertures satisfying Equation 2.11.
Typical pathlengths (c6., Table 2.1) for which this approximation is
valid are obtained by recalling that [11
-3/5
Pp1 = (2,92 k 2Cn 2L) (2.12)
and requiring that (Of) be nearly unity to ensure the energy transfer.
Here Df> equals Df , the free space Fresnel number
0
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TABLE 2.1
2  6.28-10-6
n
1.87 - 102
5.13 -n102
1.78 10
3.39 . 10
1.18 - 102
4.08 -n102
These entries are the longest pathlengths over which
energy can be efficiently transferred between two aper-
tures that satisfy the restrictions imposed by the
random variable approximation. Their values (in meters)
are displayed as functions of the carrier wavelength
(in meters) and the turbulence strength parameter (in
centimeters to the inverse two-thirds power).
3 - 14
6.28 a 10
3 - 10- 15
3 16
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<Df > = D f =_ 2(2.13)
0 4XL
Interestingly, the maximum pathlengths which permit the random variable
approximation are about one-sixth of the corresponding minimum saturation
pathlengths.
A hierarchy of related approximations can be developed by the use
of successively more general spatial variations in the representation of
the perturbation term. This approach has been employed by Fried [12] in
the context of plane wave transmission. These approximations, especially
higher order ones, are not particularly useful to the ensuing analysis so
we relegate further analysis to Appendix 2A.
Other useful simplifications follow from approximating the pertur-
bation term, a double-argument random process, with single argument random
processes. The best known of these approximations is the (strict) iso-
planatic approximation (c6. [9] and [10] for less restrictive forms of
this approximation) which requires that {x21(r) 2 (r,r)} be well
modeled by {x21(r-?,O)+j#21(r-?tO)}. The mean square difference cri-
terion supplies the following requirement
Su <| x21(r ,6+j 21 rgr {X2l(r-,A)+j(212(r-$ )4)
r E: A 2,9 r -A 1.(2.14)
21
Assuming statistical homogeneity and isotropy, this becomes
A A A
sup{D(r,r)} << 1, r e A (2.15)A 1r
which leads to the requirement
diam A1 < p . (2.16)
When the aperture A1 satisfies this condition, the approximation is
valid for all pathlengths including those in the saturation regime [8]
in contrast to the limited validity of the random variable approximation.
A related simplification, called the unilateral coherence approxi-
mation, is obtained by requiring that {x21 }+jp21(r,)D be well
modeled by {x21(r,O)+j 21(r,0)1. Here the mean-square difference cri-
terion yields the following
sup,<I{x2l '+j 21(r, -{2 ( 0)+j21(r ,O) }| <<1
r,r
rsA 2,rsAll, (2.17)
which, for the usual assumptions, becomes
sup{D(05,$)<} << 1, sE A1, (2.18)
r
22
thus establishing the condition
diam A PSW (2.19)
where PSW is the spherical wave coherence distance. Again, whenever
A1 satisfies this condition, the approximation is valid for all path-
lengths. Because this criterion involves the spherical wave, rather
than the plane wave, coherence distance, it is valid whenever the iso-
planatic approximation is valid. A more rigorous development of this
result is included in Appendix 2B. The derivation therein parallels ex-
actly Shapiro's [10] derivation for the isoplanatic approximation.
The utility of these approximations is evident from the ensuing form
of the impulse response. For isoplanatism, Equation 2.8 becomes
h21(r,r) = h0(r-)exph202 A 2mr-r,
r c A2 , A1, (2.20)
whereas, for unilateral coherence, it reduces to the following
h21(r,r) = h0(r4r)exp[x21(r,O)+jq21(rO)]
h0(ri)exp[x21 (r)+jq 21 Cr)],
r A2 r e A1. (2.21)
23
For the random variable approximation, the input-output relationship
is simply
h2(r,)= h0(r-4 )exp[x21(0,0)+j 21(0,OflA h0(r-?)exp[x21+jq 21],
r e A2, r A1 . (2.22)
While other simplifications are possible, these three are adequate for
our purposes.
24
2.2 Scatterina of Electromagnetic Waves from Rough Surfaces
This subject possesses a long established, vast literature that has
been summarized by Beckmann and Spizzichino [13]. It consists of very
specialized models developed in response to the prohibitive complexity
of the general formulation. Herein, we describe the derivation of two
distinct models in the free space environment and subsequently extend
them to the turbulent atmosphere.
2.2.1 Scatterin Model
The scattering geometry is indicated in Figure 2.2. There A and
A2 are parallel apertures contained in planes located at distances L
and L2, respectively, from the parallel plane which contains the origin
of the coordinate system attached to the rough surface S. These dis-
tances are much larger than the planar dimensions and center offsets of
the apertures as well as the planar dimensions and the height (z') var-
iations of the surface. This surface possesses a fixed shape, described
by the function z'(r'), and maintains a fixed orientation with respect
to the apertures.
Again, we restrict attention to scalar fields thereby compromising
the generality of the analysis since many surfaces depolarize incident
radiation. Maxwell's equations apply to the formulation so that we may
define a (scattering) impulse response, h2 (r,t,t,), which relates the
transmitted field, E (CS), and the received field, E0(r,t), obtained via
reflection from the surface S
01
L
'12
zy
-c r'
S
FIGURE 2.2: GEOMETRY UTILIZED IN FORMULATING THE
SCATTERING MODEL AND THE RADAR MODEL
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E0(r,t) = f dP dt E.(r,t-) h2S ,A1  T1  tt 2 1 r~t)
reA2 , ttT2 . (2.23)
Because the field incident on the surface, Eis(r',t'), may be calculated
from the transmitted field via the Huygens-Fresnel principle [14] and
since the field reflected from the surface, EOs(r',t'), may be used to
calculate the received field by means of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral
theorem [15], evaluation of this impulse response requires, in principle,
only the development of a relationship between the incident field and the
reflected field. Determination of the necessary relationship and its
subsequent use in the integral theorem remains a difficult diffraction-
theory problem which has been rigorously solved only for very specialized
surfaces [15]. In the ensuing subsections, we examine two approximate
methods for accomplishing this task.
Once a mathematical relationship between Eis(r',t') and
EOs(r',t') has been developed, there is still significant difficulty in
deducing the physical properties of the corresponding surface. We avoid
these issues which are discussed elsewhere [16] as, for our purposes, the
relationship itself is a satisfactory specification of the surface.
2.2.2 Point Scatterer
Sufficiently rough surfaces [13] scatter incident, nongrazing radia-
tion diffusely, i.e., with negligible specular component. For these
27
surfaces, a simple yet accurate model [17, 18, 19] is obtained when the
surface is approximated by a collection of point scatterers each of which
is characterized by its location (rn',zn') and strength an'6rn'. When
the field Eis(r',z',t') is incident upon this collection, the reflected
field, EOS(r',z',t') may be modeled in the following manner
EOS(r',z',t') = Eis(rn',zn',tn')xa'(rn')6rn' uo(r'-rn'),
n
r'z' S, t' sTo (2.24)
provided this relationship is not used to calculate scattered fields near to
(within one-half the planar diameter of) the rough surface [20].
For a temporally narrowband field, the complex envelopes are simil-
arly related
E0 (r,z',t') = Eis(rn',zn',tn')a'(rn') 6rn' u0(r'-rn')
n
r',z' S, t' T0 . (2.25)
The principal advantage of this approximation is that the Huygens-Fresnel
principle may be used to interject both the received and the transmitted
envelopes into this expression
Ad jkndn
n A1 c c j n
Jkdn
c '(rn') 6r n, ' e,
n ~
rcA2, tcE T2. (2.26)
Here, T2  is a time-shifted (by [LI+L 2]c1 ) version of T and the dis-
tances d n and d n are given by the following modifications of the
usual paraxial approximation [14]
A Adn = ( 1 Zn')2 + Jr-rn'!2 +
1-rn 2n
2Ll
A A -
-z As 
-z',
(2.27a)
dn = (L2-z n)2 + Jr-rn f2 = L2
r-r '2
n
2L2
- Zn' Asn" 
- Zn'
(2.27b)
where the approximations also utilize the assumptions of the previous
section. We rewrite Equation 2.26 in terms of the distance parameters
Sn and sn simultaneously exploiting the narrow bandwidth of the trans-
mitted envelope to disregard the z' terms in Ei(.)
Ajk fJks
E0(rft) = f dr E[t- 
- n- ( c(rn') 6rn'n A cjsn jxsj
exp[-2ikz'(rn
t T2, reA2 , rn' cEP. (2.28)
28
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where P is the projection of S onto the plane {z' = 01. Thus, the
surface is being represented as a co-planar collection of point scatter-
ers with individual strength
b(r) = a'(rn) 6r exp[-2jkz'(r ')1,
n n n n
rn'SP. (2.29a)
In the limit as the scatterers become infinitely dense, the surface is
represented by the function
b(r') = a'(r') exp[-2jkz'(r')], r' E P, (2.29b)
and the scattering impulse response for complex envelopes is the following
h (r,t,t) = f dr' b(r')hO(r,r')h0(r',$)uo(t-t- } - )
2S1 P C C
t 29 t E T1, r E A2, r s Ap,(2.30)
where the previous definitions are used for and s.
2.2.3 Tangent Plane Afpproximation
In this section, we examine a physically oriented approach [13] that
is based on the assumption that the radius of curvature of any irregularity
on the surface S is large in comparison with the carrier wavelength, x0.
30
This assumption implies that, for an incident plane wave, the reflected
field at any point on the surface is equal to the field that would be
present on the tangent plane at that point, i.e., that the reflected
field and its normal derivative (the dot product of its gradient and the
unit normal to the surface) are specified as follows
Es(r',z',t') = l + R(r')] EI(r ,z,t'),
rzE S, t' e T0 , (2.31a)
ErOs( ,z ,t') fEi. (r',z',t')
= El - R(r') )
an an
z'E S, t' To (2.31b)
where n is the unit normal to the surface, R is the reflection coefficient,
and E. (r',z',t') is required to be a plane wave. Again, the complex
envelopes satisfy similar relationships
E0s(r',z',t') = [1 + R(r')] E (r',z',t'),
r'I,z e S, t' e T09, (2.32a)
aE 0s(r',z',t') aE. (r',z',t')
= [1 - R(r')J15an an
3',z e S, t' e T2,b (2. 32b)
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when E. (r',z',t') is the complex envelope of a plane wave.is
To handle more general incident envelopes, we decompose them into
Fourier components over the plane {z = 01
F. (K',t') = f dr' exp[-j(K'-r')] E. (r',0,t'),1s pis
t'e T. (2.33)
The reflected envelope is determined by the following equations
E (r',z',t') = E. (r',z',t') +
Os ' s
exp[-jkz'(r')]{f dKexp[+j(K-r')] f dK'R(r',K,K')F.s(K',t')},is
e T0, r',z' e S, (2.34a)
[aE 0 (r',zt')/n] = [aEis(r'qz',t)/9n] - exp[-jkz'(r')]f dK
exp[j (K-r ') ]{dK' R(r' ,K,K') [u z'-(r')]Fis(K',t ')},
t' To, r',z' s (2.34b)
where u, is a unit vector in the z' direction. To obtain Equation 2.34b,
we have further assumed that the surface is perfectly conducting (c4.,
32
Beckmann [131). Substituting these forms into the Kirchoff-Helmholtz integral
theorem, we determine the received complex envelope
E0(r,t) =f dr' exp[-2jkz'(r)3 hOrr')
p
[ dK exp[j(K'r')] f dK'R(r',K,K')F. (K',t-[s/c])],is
rsA2, tsT2. (2.35)
The presence of the free space impulse response in Equation 2.35 permits the
definition of an effective reflected envelope, Eos'(r',O,t'), i.e., one
which propagates from P to A according to the Huygens-Fresnel principle,
E '(r',O,t') = exp[-2jkz'(r')] f dK exp[j(K-r')]0s
f dK' R(r'K,K') f dr" Ei (r",O,t') exp[-j(K'-r"],
P
r eP, t' eT. (2.36)
For this derivation, the scattering impulse response for complex envelopes
is given by the ensuing expression
33
h (r,tt,t) = f dr' exp[-2jkz'(r')1h0(r,r') f dK exp[(j(K-r')]
fdK' R(r',K,K') f dr" exp[-j(K'-r")]h0(r" )uO(t-A[s/c]-[s/c]),
r E A2, re A1, t ET2, t- E .(2.37)
Although the equation (2.36) has limited utility due to its complicated
form, an interesting specialization results when the reflection coefficient
satisfies the following
R(r',KK') =R(r') F(K-K'),
r E:P, (2.38)
where R 0r') controls the local reflection strength and F(K-K') repre-
sents the scattering pattern for the surface. Equation 2.38 leads to
the relationship
E0s'(r',O,t') = exp[-2jkz'(r')]R(r')(r')Eis(r' ,Ot'),
r' e P, t' s TO (2.39)
where 4(r') is the inverse Fourier transform of F(K). In accord with
previous results (cA., Equation 2.29b), the surface is again represented
by a multiplicative operator.
34
2.2.4 Turbulent Scattering Model
The analogous scattering impulse response for complex envelopes in
a turbulent environment follows from the observation that the inter-
relationship between the reflected and incident envelopes (either (2.28)
or (2.35)) does not involve the medium itself. In both derivations, the
Huygens-Fresnel principle is used to introduce both the transmitted and
received envelopes into the scattering impulse responses ((2.30) and
(2.37)). Consequently, for the turbulent medium, we may use the ex-
tended Huygens-Fresnel principle [21] to form the scattering impulse
response from the relationship between the reflected and incident en-
velopes. For the point scatterer approximation, we thus obtain
h2SM(r,r,t,)= f dr' b(r')h 2P(r9r',t)hP 1(r',rt-[s/c])
P
u(t-t-[ S/C]-[s/C]),
t E T2, t c Ti, r c A2, r e A1, (2.40)
where the turbulent impulse response has been defined in (2.2). The more
complicated result for the tangent plane approximation is given by the
following expression
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h 2Sl(r,r,t,t)= f dr' exp[-2jkz'(r')]h2P(rr',t) f dK exp[j(K-r')]
P
fdK' R(r',K,K')f dr" exp[-j(K' r")]hp (r",r,t-[s/c])
U (t-t-[/c-[s/cJ),
A A
r E A2, s A1, t E T2 t T (2.41)
Henceforth, we shall employ the point scatterer model as specified
by Equation 2.29b andEquation 2.40 since it combines analytical simplic-
ity with an accurate description of physical phenomena, Some of its ap-
plications are discussed in the recent literature [22, 23].
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2.3 An Optical Radar in the Clear Turbulent Atmosphere
Previous treatments [e.g., 24-27] of optical radar systems con-
cerned themselves primarily with specific applications and concentrated
on the temporal aspects of this subject. By combining the material in
the preceding sections, we obtain a model which includes the spatial
behavior of these systems. The complexity of this model then necessi-
tates the development of a hierarchy of related specializations.
2.3.1 Radar Model
The relevant geometry has been established in Figure 2,2 and the
specification of this system was developed in Section 2.2.4 (Equations
2,29 and 2,40). The characterization of this model is completed by
specification of the joint statistics of the pair of turbulent channel
impulse responses involved in Equation 2.40. To avoid analytical com-
plications, we shall assume that these terms are statistically indepen-
dent. Although it is not always physically justifiable, this assumption
becomes more accurate as the pathlengths or the aperture offsets are in-
creased. Each of these terms is specified according to the method of
Section 2.1,2 and can be subjected to the decomposition and approximations
of the succeeding sections.
To complete the description of the model, we must include the
relevant polarization component of the complex envelope of the additive
background noise which has also been specified in Section 2.1.2. The
received envelope is now given by the following expression
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E0(r,t) = f dr' h0(r,r')exp[x2P(rr',t)+j 2P(rr',t)]b(r')
P
A1
n(r,t), r e A2, t E T2 (2.42)
where n(r,t) represents the background noise. If the transmission interval
is less than a temporal coherence length, then we may employ the simplified
relationship
E0(r,t) = f dr' h0(r r')exp[X2P(rir')+ic 2P(rr')] b(r')
P
{f dr E1(Pt)h0 (r',)exp[xlP(r'5')+sbpl(r',S)]} + n(r,t),
A
rEA2 , t e:T2 , (2.43)
where we ignore the channel delay times.
In order to account for quantum effects which are important at optical
frequencies, we employ the structured approach [3] with emphasis on
heterodyne receivers. For our purposes, it is sufficient to describe
the statistics of the receiver output in terms of the field which serves
as the input to the receiver. In the heterodyne receiver the local
oscillator field with complex envelope
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Eh(rt) = Eh(r) exp[j2rfht], r E A2, t E T2 , (2.44)
is purposely added to the received field. The resulting field is then in-
cident on an array of photodetectors where the i-th such detector occupies
the area A2,i. The complex envelope of the normalized output from the
i-th detector, conditioned on knowledge of E0(r,t), may be modeled as
y.(t) = { f E0(rt)Eh*(rt)/[f drtEh(r)12]l/2} + w(t),
A2,i A2,1
t E T,2  , il2,... ,NDET, (2.45)
where NDET is the number of photodetectors. The signal-independent noise
process {wi(t)} are independent, zero-mean white complex Gaussian random
processes which possess independent real and imaginary parts with identical
correlation functions. The spectral height of each complex process is
given by
N0  N Ob + [hf0/n eff],(2.46)
where N is the spectral height of the component of the background
noise (c4., Section 2.1.2) extracted by heterodyning [82], h is Planck's
constant and neff is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector.
During the development of this model, we have utilized certain as-
sumptions as a matter of convenience. Included in this group are these:
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(0) transmitted envelopes are temporally narrowband;
(1) surface depolarization effects are unimportant;
(2) the perturbation statistics for a statistically homogeneous
and isotropic channel are employed;
(3) the cross-covariance of the log-amplitude and the phase of
the perturbation term is zero;
(4) the background radiation is temporally and spatially white;
(5) the viewing angle between the transmitter and the receiver
is small;
(6) the height variations of the surface are much smaller than
either pathlength which is involved;
(7) the surface has a fixed shape;
(8) the surface maintains a fixed orientation with respect to the
system apertures;
(9) the surface scatters incident radiation diffusely;
(10) the statistics of the two perturbation terms are independent.
For contexts wherein an assumption (collection of assumptions) contained in
this list is not valid, it (they) may be removed from the development of
the radar model with a concomitant increase in the complexity of the
resulting formulation. For our analysis, the model originally derived
is satisfactory.
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2.3.2 Estimation Formulation
Using the radar model, we consider the problem of estimating the
nonrandom function, b(r'), which describes the rough surface. Estima-
tors are formed by processing the received signal and their quality is
judged by a minimum-mean-square-error criterion. The maximum likelihood
technique [28] generates useful estimators under these circumstances and
the Cramer-Rao bound [28] indicates indirectly the quality of an arbi-
trary estimator. Application of these techniques here is intractable be-
cause a suitable representation for the received field cannot be found.
To gain insight into this model, we therefore develop a hierarchy of re-
lated, albeit simpler, estimation problems based on the results given in
Section 21.
In particular, we dichotomize the apertures and the effective surface
P in accordance with the number of turbulent coherence areas (one or
more than one) that each contains and the channels according to the number
of turbulent modes (one or more than one) that are supported, Thus the
formulation denoted llmml means that A1 and A2 each contain a sin-
gle coherence area; P contains more than one coherence area, one mode
propagates from A to P and many modes propagate from P to A2 '
Because the number of modes and the number of coherence areas are inter-
related, some of the formulations thus obtained do not represent physically
realistic situations. Specifically, we disallow any formulation which
involves, over either of its channels, many modes propagating between two
single- coherence-area apertures or a single mode propagating between two
multi-coherence-area apertures. A discussion of these disregarded cases is
given in Appendix 2C. The remaining formulations are collected in related
groups in Table 2.2. The estimation problems thus formulated are the
basis for further work and the tractable ones will be analyzed in the
ensuing chapters.
Partially Coherent Target
Cxoss-Section
1-1-1 -1-1
1-1-1-1-M
rn-i-i-i-i
1-1-1-m-m
M-1 -1 -m-m
Scanning
M-M-1-1-1
m-Ml-1-1-m
1-1rn-1-
1-1n-m-m-1
1-1-m-m-m
Scanning
i-n-rn-i-i
rn-n-m-i-i
Genea Fotmuwation
1-m-m-m-1
1-m-m-m-m
m-m-m-m-1
m-M-m-m-m
This is the hierarchy of estimation problems
generated by the decomposition technique de-
scribed in Section 2.3.2.
TABLE 2.2
Coherent Target
Cross-Section
Imaging 6 Scanning
m-m-1-m-m
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Imaging
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CHAPTER 3
In this chapter we consider simplified formulations for which
the effective surface aperture P is contained within a turbulent
coherence area. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, this restriction jus-
tifies the use of the (strict) isoplanatic approximation for the re-
ception channel thereby obtaining a formulation which is commonly
encountered in the literature, e.g., F10,31,451. For convenience, we
are using its counterpart, the unilateral coherence approximation, in
our work. The chapter is divided into sections based on the propaga-
tion regimes of the reception channel.
CHAPTER 3
In this chapter we consider simplified formulations for which the
effective surface aperture P is contained within a turbulent co-
herence area. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, this restriction justifies
the use of the (strict) isoplanatic approximation which is commonly
encountered in the literature, e.g., [10, 31, 45]. The chapter is di-
vided into sections based on the propagation regimes of the reception
channel.
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3.1 Coherent Cross Section
Here we examine the specific cases which are collected in the
coherent cross section group in Table 2.2. They involve far field
propagation in both channels as well as a reflecting surface that is
contained within the appropriate coherence area so that the surface
is completely characterized by its coherent cross section. On account
of their length, the required computations are explicitly given only
for the simplest formulation; but they follow analogously for more
complicated ones. A summary which compares the attainable performance
for these cases is also included.
3,1.1 Simple Fading Model (11111)
Here all of the apertures, including the effective surface aper-
ture, are contained within the appropriate coherence areas and the
transmission interval is limited to a temporal coherence interval so
that both perturbation terms may be approximated by random variables
(c4., Equation 2.11). Consequently, the modes for both channels
A A A
(4) (r) and 01 (r') for the transmission channel and D (r') and
01(r) for the reception channel) are deterministic and equal to the
corresponding free space modes. The most general transmitted envelope
with energy IE 1 2 thus has the form
E (Lr,t) = E.1  .(r) fl//T],
A
r r- A1, t e T19 (3.1)
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where T is the length of the transmission interval. This transmission
produces the received envelope (obtained from Equation 2.43 by use of
Equation 2.6)
y(r,t) = E02(r,t) + n(r,t) =
[i//TJexp[x1+i2]exp[x2+i421ozb0E. 01, 0(r) + n(r,t),
rEA2, t e T2 (3.2)
where T2  is a time-shifted (by (L1+L2)c71 ) version of Ti. In
this expression, we have employed the following definitions:
aA [- exp[jk(L+L)]P(A A91"2/
- exp[jk(L +L2)](n 1 , 1 0l/2 (3.3a)
b 0 A [/P] fdr' b(r') %01 0(r') il*(r); (3.3b)
exp[lx+jP] A exp[xp%(0,0)+jipl(0,0)]; (3.3c)
exp[x2+j42] A exp(X2P(00)+j 2P(O'O)]. (3.3d)
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In Equation 3.3a l,(nio) is the eigenvalue corresponding to the
mode 1ilO ) (1il, 0 (r')) which is supported by the free space
transmission (reception) channel. The parameter a0  may be interpreted
as a free space propagation parameter for this model and the parameter b0
represents the coherent cross section of the surface (target).
For this model, the additive noise, n(r,t), consists of back-
ground noise and an additional term included to represent quantum
noise. Since subsequent processing of the received envelope invariably
involves a spatial correlation (e.g., Equation 3.7), the level of this
additional noise term is adjusted according to Equation 2.46 so that
the correlation corresponds to the operation of a heterodyne receiver
(c4., Section 2.3.1). If N denotes the height of the power spectrum
for the additive noise, then the likelihood ratio for this formulation
is the following expression
= <exp{[- exp[2x2]exp[2x111bocc0E1  2/N01
exp{[2//T N0]Re[expx 1+joq]exprx2+P2]
a0b0E1 T f dt f dr y*(rjt)o1,(r)J}> (3.4)
2 A2  XlX2
2 k
where <-> denotes an ensemble average. The received envelope appears
in (3.4) only as a correlation, y0,
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Y 0A T dt Af dr y(r,t) 4)1 , 0 *(r) [l//TJ, (3.5)
2  2
which is therefore a sufficient statistic [28] so that an equivalent
formulation is given by
yo = exP[X 1+il]exp[X 2+j29]aoEib + no, (3.6)
where n0  is defined below
n f = T2 dt Af dr n(r,t) qP01,*(r) [1/T]. (3.7)
n=T2  A2
Prior assumptions imply that the four turbulent random variables in
(3.6) are independent (es., Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.3.1). For
typical pathlengths, the further approximation of uniform distribu-
tions for $3 and $2 is well justified [29]. The likelihood ratio
now reduces to the form
Fr([laoboEil2/No1'Flyo|/Nol/ 2];a1 2 + a22 ) (3.8)
in which Fr(-) is the frustration function defined and tabulated by
Halme [30],
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Fr(a,3;a2) = f du(/2r au) exp[- (knu+a2 )2/2a 2 ]
0
I (2V/a u) exp[-au2] (3.9)
0
a1 2 is the variance of x1 , and G22 is the variance of x2-
The only available information about the surface is contained in the
quantity 1b01 that we have interpreted as a radar cross section de-
pendent only on the viewing angle in Figure 2.2. This dependence is
introduced into (3,3b) by the eigenfunctions but is unimportant to us
since we consider a fixed geometry.
In principle, we may apply standard procedures [28] to A to
form an estimate of lb0 j, a nonrandom parameter. This approach,
however, does not provide tractable results, e.g., the equation for
the ML estimate
[3/9b 0lJ]{n Fr([IcoboEi 2/N]9[lo /N0l/2].a + a22 )1 = 0
(3.10)
leads to the following expression
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<exp[- IJa0b0Ei J2exp[2x]exp[2x2]/NO]
{- exp[2x1]exp[2x2]Iac 0b0Eil1I0(2exp xi]exprX2]IaoboE i1 yO O)
+ 1YOexP[xl exp[x2]Il (2exp[xl]exp[x2]Ia0boEiiyoI/No)1>0
Xl 'X2
(3.11)
which cannot be solved for the ML estimate. Attempts to evaluate the
CR bound are similarly thwarted by mathematical intractabilities. To
circumvent these difficulties, we follow an approach due to Moldon [29]
which consists of lower bounding the CR bound and approximating the
ML estimator with the objective of determining an approximate estimator
which possesses a mean-square error that does not significantly differ
from the lower bound. While the selection of an estimator remains a
matter of approximation and contrivance within the problem framework, a
general technique has been developed for generating lower bounds. For
this case only we present a detailed application of this approach
(henceforth designated Moldon's technique) to indicate the nature of
the necessary computations.
Although a variety of approximations for the ML estimator may be
obtained from (3.11), these quantities are useful only when we can
evaluate (explicitly or within reasonable limits) their biases and
mean-square errors which are related to their first and second moments.
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Since these approximate estimators depend only on the magnitude of the
received parameter, 1y 0 |, its density [84J
P(I-gI 1b 0 ) = [2|y 0J/N0]exp[-Jy0 2/N0]
Fr([at0b0Ei 12/NJ;[y 0 /Nl 1/2;0 12 + 22
(3.12)
determines which of them are tractable (i.e., have moments which can
be evaluated). The only functions which we can presently average
over this density are positive even moments of Ky , namely
< y0 2n> = N0n n! I (n ) [1/n!](Ia0obEil!2/NO)
expr2(a1 2+y22 (m2 )
n = 1,2,3,... (3.13)
wherein the moment theorem [31] for lognormal random variables has
been used. This inability to determine other expectations will limit
the selection of estimators.
For the parameter Jb0J itself, approximations to Equation 3.11
yield estimators which involve odd powers of yof and which are
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therefore intractable. Consequently, we turn to 1b 012  for which
similar approximations involve even powers of inl 1 and thus lead
to tractable estimators. This change of parameter is not a serious modi-
fication because Jb01 and fb0j2 share a one-to-one relationship.
The estimator obtained by using large argument approximations [28]
for the Bessel functions in the equation that specifies the ML es-
timate of jb0J2  is proportional to Vy 0! 2 . We remove the bias
from this estimator to obtain
1% 12 =(IYof2-%flctoI2IEil2 t  (3.14)
which is tractable with normalized mean-square error
Var(Ib0j2)/ b0 4 = (exp[4(a2+ 22)l) +
2N0/ICOboE1 12 + No /lcObOEi 1I 4 , (3.15a)
A (exp[4a2 ]-l) + [2/A0] + [/AJ]. (3.15b)
where A0  may be interpreted as a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). From
this expression, we observe that the performance of the preceding es-
timator is optimized by utilizing the largest permissible transmitting
and receiving apertures, namely, the respective coherence areas which
are denoted Al,coh and A2,coh, respectively. Under these conditions,
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the mean-square error is given by
Var(1t012)/Ib14 = (exp[4a 2]-l) + [2/At] + [1/Ac2 ] (3.16a)
where we define the parameters
Ac = acb0Ei 2K/N0  (3.16b)
ac = a0 = - exp[jk(L+L2)]P(Al,cohA2 coh)l/ 2/X2LIL2 '
A ,coh
A2,coh (3.16c)
The quality of this estimator may be determined by comparison
with the lower bound to the CR bound. This bound consists of a
collection of bounds developed from the observation (proven and dis-
cussed in Appendix 3A) that the usual CR bound satisfies the inequality
A -lVar(s-s) > - <[a2/ar2]n p(y )> >_ - <<[ 2/as 2]zn p(yjs,A)> >1Var( YYIA A
(3.17)
A
where y is the observation, s is a nonrandom real parameter,
is an unbiased estimate of s, and A is a supplementary random vari-
able. This result can be applied here with supplementary vectors
{xl4lx2,0 2} , {n0 }, and {x1,x2 } which respectively yield the three
members of the normalized lower bound
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va I2)I(bI2 > sup([2/AJ1,4 2, E2exp[4a 2]Ac2+2exp[12a2]A 3+exp[240 2 ]A ).
(3.18a)
Alternative techniques, also discussed in Appendix 3A, enable us to
tighten this bound as follows
Var(ItoI2)/(1b912)2 >_sup([2/AcL4a 2(1+2a 2), r2AcAc3rl). (3.l8b)
This pair of bounds and the mean-square error are co-plotted in
Figure 3.1 for the worst case, i.e., for a2 = .5, the largest (satur-
ation) fading variance which the turbulent channel permits F2]. From
this graph, we observe that increases in the SNR, Ac, provide signifi-
cant improvement in performance when this quantity is small (Ac <<1
but virtually no improvement when it is large. The performance of the
estimator is thus turbulence-limited when favorable signal-to-noise
ratios can be achieved. In Figure 3.2, we plot the ratio of estimator
error to lower bound which varies modestly (from 1.6 to 3.6) even in
the worst case thereby justifying our subsequent use of this estimator.
When the transmission extends over M temporal coherence in-
tervals, we may argue from the frozen atmosphere hypothesis (cs.,
Section 2.1.2) that the received envelope is a sequence of M independent
Mparameters {y } which are similar to y0. By linearly combiningm m=1
the appropriate estimator from each coherence interval,
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4 M
1b012 m=[/]I2-N cE 2(3.19)
m=1
we obtain the usual diversity improvement (M1) in performance.
Since this improvement factor also applies to the lower bound,
Figure 3.2 still indicates the relative behavior of the bounds and
the error. To ensure the independence of the received parameters,
it may be necessary to consider various transmission schemes such as
skipping alternate temporal coherence intervals or utilizing only the
first half of each interval thereby decreasing the diversity gain.
3,1.2 Receiver Diversity Model (llllm)
In this case, apertures A1 and P are contained within the ap-
propriate coherence areas, but aperture A2 is not. Accordingly within
a temporal coherence interval, we use the random variable approximation
for the perturbation term corresponding to the transmission channel and
the unilateral coherence approximation (cd., Equation 2.16) for the per-
turbation term corresponding to the reception channel. Here, the most
general transmitted envelope with energy JE i 2  is given by
AA 
A
E 3 (r^,^) =Eil il ,0 1/TI
r A1, t T , (3.20)
where T is the length of the transmission interval T1 This trans-
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mission causes the following output
y(r,t) = E02(r,t) + n(r,t)
[1//f]exprxl+jl]expX2 r)+j2(r)Jatb Eil1 1,0 (r) + n(r,t),
r e A2 , t ET2,s (3.21)
where T2  is a time-shifted (by (L1+L2)c71 ) version of T1, where
exp[x+jiq], ag, and b0 were defined in (3.3) and where
exp[x2(r)+j 2(r)] A exp[x2p(r,0)+j 2P(r,0)]. (3.22)
If N0  is the height of the power spectrum for the additive
noise, then the likelihood ratio is given by
= <exp{E-exp[2xl]aoboEiiI2/No] f dr expf2x2(r)]h101,o(r)12}'-exp{[2/vT N]
A2
Reexp[x1 +j ]ac 0b0E11 f dt f dr y (r,t)ex [x2 )+j 2(r)] eO ,0(r).
T2  A2  X1 t2
2x22
X2(r),2(
(3.23)
To perform the averaging operation with respect to the random process,
x2 + (r), we require a representation for this process. We de-
fer a discussion of this issue to Appendix 3C and arbitrarily employ a
method known as the coherence area decomposition technique. This ap-
proach partitions the aperture A2  into N coherence areas,2
N
{A29} 2 over each of which the perturbation process is modeled as a
random variable. We employ this representation in Equation 3.23 to ob-
tain
<eAp{[-exp[2xl]JcbE l z2/N lZIexp[2x29,zl
exp{[2/v/T NO1Re[exp[x1 +j 1 a boE 1  expIx2  + 2,1] f dt
0 'Z=j T2
f dr y (rt) 01 c(r)]}> (3.24)
A X1,1
2 X{X2,z k2z1
where we define the parameter
A f dr ci01 50(r)1 2. (3.25)
2 1,
The received envelope appears in (3.24) as a collection of correlation
functionals (appropriately normalized)
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Yto A (Ta )"l/2 Tf dt fAf dr y(rt)olO*r),
2 2,Z
1,2,...,N22 (3.26)
which are a set of sufficient statistics for this formulation. An
equivalent model is therefore given by
ZO =exPx 1+i]expx2  +j2 Ja0 bE 1 /2 + nzo,
= ,2,...,N2 (3.27)
where in s defined as follows
nzo (Ta )-1/2 f dt f dr n(r t)DOX r
T2  A2,z
S= 1,2 0...,2 (3.28)
We assume that the N2  pairs of turbulent random variables represent-
ing the process x2(r)+jc 2(r) are independent [33] (c4., Halme's dis-
cussion of independent samples [30]) and also that the real and imaginary
parts of each pair are independent [1]. With the additional assumption
that the distribution of any turbulent phase variable may be modeled as
uniform [29], Equation 3.24 becomes
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A= < 2Fr([Ib0aoEi 1I2 exp[2x,]/No,[ytoI /Nol/2J 2 > (3.29)
where ~2,2 02%20) is the variance of The surface is
again characterized by its coherent cross section b0f which is to
be estimated.
Standard estimation methods do not provide tractable estimators
or bounds here so we must employ an indirect approach. Following the
method described in Section 3.1.1, we obtain a tractable, unbiased esti-
mator for 1bO12
b = [1/21 1iY Q1N%aEiIJ2y (3.30a)
L= 1
The observation that 001, 0 (r) is nearly a plane wave [8] over the
aperture A2 implies that the members of the set { } are nearly
equal (c4., (3.25)) and hence that
jol 2  ac12' = 9, , (3.30b)
With the approximation, the estimator becomes
lb 0!2 = [1/N12] 22 120 -N aCEi 1 F(3.30c)k=1
and it has normalized mean-square error
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FVar( 1t0 2)/b -=[l/N2i{(exp4o2i-1)+(N2-l) (expE4c12]-l) +
[2/AC] + [1/A c21. (3.31a)
where we have utilized the parameter a2 which was defined in (3.15b).
From (3.31a) we observe that the estimator error is minimized by utilizing
every available receiver diversity element (coherence area). If we
rewrite the error as follows, however,
[Var(b 0j2)/lb0j4  (exp[4a 12]-1) + [l/N2l(exp[4a 2 2exp[4ai2 ]) +
[2/Ac] + [l/Ac21 . (3.31b)
the limiting effect of transmission path turbulence (via the term
(exp[4a12]-)) on the performance of the estimator is apparent. The
following selection, if possible, of N2
N2 = sup(F(exp[4a 2]_-Y1 {exp[4a2]-exp[4o12] +
2ACj + Ac-2},1l) (3.32)
where denotes the greatest integer contained in the enclosed ex-
pression provides an error approximately twice as large as the asymptotic-
ally (N2 - ) achieved minimum, Such behavior corresponds to the
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familiar economic law of diminishing returns. In Figure 3.3, for
worst case fading (a2 = .5) which is arbitrarily divided equally
(2 = 2
2
(a, 2 = .25) between the transmission and reception paths, this
error term is plotted as a function of Ac with N2  as a parameter.
For small SNR (A c << 1), increasing N2  supplies the usual diversity
improvement in performance whereas, for large SNR (A >> 1), the im-
c
provement in performance becomes negligible after some fixed amount of
diversity has been employed. For example, in Figure 3.3, when Ac >
we would never use more than 100 diversity elements (coherence areas).
The approach of Section 3.1.1 also leads to a lower bound for
the CR bound
rvar(IboI2)/IboL] > sup([2/N 2AcL'4al2 (1+2al 2)+
E4a 22/N2)(l+2a 22),[l/N2(2Ac2+Ac3)1). (3.33)
In the same worst case analysis, the ratio of the estimator error to
this bound exhibits a steadily decreasing variation with increasing
N2. For small N2  (on the order of one or two), this ratio varies
from 1.6 to 3.6 while, for large N2 (on the order of 102) , it
ranges between 1.2 and 3.2. A comparison of this lower bound with its
counterpart from Section 3.1.1 establishes that, excluding the term re-
lated to fading in the transmission channel, it also exhibits the
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usual improvement in performance that is characteristic of diversity
processing. The number of useful diversity elements, 4.e., the size
of the receiving aperture, is therefore limited by the fading in the
transmission channel. As in the preceding section and' subject to the
possible limitations discussed therein, all of the available temporal
diversity is again utilized.
3.1.3 Transmitter Diversit Model (mllll)
Here apertures A2  and P are contained within the appropri-
ate coherence areas but aperture A1  is not. Consequently, within a
temporal coherence interval, the random variable approximation applies
to the perturbation term x2P(r,r')+j2P(rr') and the unilateral co-
herence approximation is valid for the term xp (r',r)+jepl(r',r .
The preceding approximations imply that the most general transmitted
envelope with energy IE 1 I2  is given by
E(r,t) = [//T] E(r) re A1  t E T(3.34a)
where T is the length of the transmission interval T and where
the spatial envelope satisfies the following requirement
fdtIEilC 2 =E 2  (3.34b)
A1
The transmission leads to the output envelope
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y(r,t) = E02(r,t) + n(r,t) =
[1/y/T]{ f dir E i(r)exp[x (A)+j$3 (')] il,
A1
exp[x2+j42] a0b6%o1,0(r) + n(r,t),
r e A2, t e T2, (3.35a)
where T2 is a time-shifted (by (L+L92)c~) version of T1, where
exp[x2+jp2J, a0, and b0  were defined in (3.3) and where we now de-
fine
A A
exp[xl(r)+ji1(h)] = exp[xp(0,$) + jip (O,r)]. (3.35b)
Again we denote the height of the power spectrum for the ad-
ditive noise as N0  so that the likelihood ratio is given by
A= <exp{[-laOb 0 l2exp[2x2]/N01
2
f dP E11()exp[x(r)+jt 1(4)1ho ,OtrA1
exp{E2/l01 Re[a0b0exp x2+j 2] (Af d' Err()exp x1(r)+ii1C9)]h 1 0
A1
[1//T] f dt f dr y*(r,t)o0190 (r)]}> (3.36)
T2 A2 X22
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To facilitate the average with respect to the random process
x(t) + tC()H, we again employ the technique of splitting the aper-
ture into coherence areas {A1 m over each of which the
M=1
process may be modeled as a random variable. Application of
this technique leads to the equation
A <exp{[-Ia 0b42exp[2x21/N0 ] i emexPrX +jj] 2
m=1
n
exp{[2//T N0] Reac 0boexp[X 2+Jp2 ( expx ,m+ m)
f dt f dr y*(r,t)1 (r)]}> (3.37a)
T2  A2  X242
{x ,cj }
1,m 1,m
where . is defined as follows
m: drE () il( m = L,2,...,N1 . (3.37b)A1 ,
The correlation function defined in (3.5) is a sufficient statistic and
leads to the equivalent model
M1
= exp[x2+i 29 1 s mexp[X +j1  ])a0bo + n0  (3.38)
where n0 was defined in (3.7). Since we can treat this problem
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with the techniques introduced in Section 3.1.3, the quality of the
estimator increases monotonically with the quantity
N1
6 Mexplx +jcPP]
m=l , ,
We must therefore determine how to distribute the available power
among the parameters {Em} in order to maximize this quantity.
We assume that the N1 pairs of turbulent random variables repre-
senting the process xl(r)+jil(r) are independent [33] with each
pair having independent real and imaginary parts [1]. The additional
approximation that any turbulent phase variable is uniformly distri-
buted [29] implies that the placement of the available energy within
a single coherence area is the optimal transmission strategy in agree-
ment with known results [34]. Since we are free to choose the trans-
mitted envelope, the selection of a specific coherence area is imma-
terial, Because this strategy renders the formulation identical to
that in Section 3.1.1, we conclude that there exists no purely spatial,
nonadaptive modulation scheme which is capable of exploiting available
transmitter diversity.
If, however, we employ time-varying spatial modulation within
the interval T which is contained in a temporal coherence interval,
then we may utilize the available diversity. In N3 successive,
equal length (T/N3) subintervals {T p}, we transmit from distinct
coherence areas the sequence of envelopes
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E E P l/T], r E A,p, t T
0 elsewhere,
p = l,2,...,N3, (3.39a)
where p is defined as follows (from conservation of the transmitted
energy El 2)
S f d i() 2, p = 1,2,.. ,N3. (3.39b)
This transmission causes the sequence of received envelopes
yp(rt) = E02p(r,t) + nP(r,t) =
[1//4] aoboE 1/2exprxl ,p+ 3l,]exp(X2+j2]POl,o(r) + n (r t),
r A2, t e T2,p
p = 1,2,...,N39 (3.40)
where a0 is the free space propagation parameter defined in (3.3),
where T2,p is merely a time-shifted (by (L+L2)c 1) version of T ,
and where np(rt) is the usual additive noise process (c., Section
3.1,1) restricted to the pth reception subinterval T2 P'
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We again denote the height of the additive noise power spectrum
as N0  so that the likelihood ratio for this formulation is the
fol owing
<T3exp{[IaobOF 2expF2x2lexp[2x %/N0N31}p=1
e xp{[2/N0/T] ReacboEil% 1/2exP X2+j2JexP xlp+j' 'p]
f dt f dr yp*(r,t) 01,0 (r)]}> (3.41)
T2,p A2  X2' 2
{x 1 ,c4 p
The sufficient statistics are a set of correlation functionals
(appropriately normalized)
* -1/2
YpQ O dt f dr yp(rt)i01, *(r)([T/N3)
T2 ,p A2
p = 1,2,...,N3, (3.42)
and they lead to an equivalent model
'p0= bSaoboeHpX2+j2JwLXl,p+dj ) N-/2Ei3-1/2 + n
p = l,2,...,N3, (3.43)
where we define nPO
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npo f dt f dr np(rt)OO1, (r)([T/N31)-1/2
T2,p A2
p = l,2,...,N3. (344)
With the usual assumptions about the turbulent random variables,
Equation 3.41 may be evaluated in terms of the frustration function
N
= < n Fr([Icx0b0Ei l 24exp[2x2]/N 0N3 ], ypl N)p=lP
2alp )> (3.45)
2 x2
where a,p 2 ( 2 p) is the variance of x,,p. Again, the surface
is completely characterized by 1b01, its coherent cross section.
To circumvent the intractabilities associated with standard es-
timation procedures, we use the usual indirect approach to generate a
tractable unbiased estimator for 1b012
N
b0!2 = [1/N3] pIlyp0i2-N aii 1 N3
N
p2  FIypOI2-Nj[aOEgI 4I2E]:. (3.46a)
The observation that Dil, 0(r) is nearly a plane wave [8] over the
aperture A1  implies that the members of the set {g } are nearly
equal (c4., (3.39b)) and hence that
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%p a012 = ccl2 , p = 1,2,...,N3 . (3.46b)
With this approximation, the estimator becomes
N3  -141b 0 12 = 3 [IYp12-NQJacEj1 2] (3.46c)
and it has normalized mean-square error
[Var(1bO 2)/Ib 0'] = [l/N3  {(exp[4a23-l) + (N3-lexp[40 22]-l)
[2N3/Ac] + [r 32/Ac2]} (3.47)
where we again have utilized the parameter 02 which was defined in
(3.15b). From Equation 3.47 we observe that the estimator error is
minimized by the following selection for the transmitter diversity
N3 = sup(lFAcexpF2G22 I(exp[42l2]l)l/21) (3.48)
where rij denotes the greatest integer in the enclosed expression.
2 2For fixed values of a1  and a22, this expression implies that, as
Ac increases, the parameter N3 initially remains constant (at one)
and then increases linearly with Ac until reaching its maximum
value N1 (which is the number of available transmitter diversity ele.-
ments). The following alternative form for the error term
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Var(1t0 2)/IboI = (expf4o2 %-I) +
F(exp[4a2i expF4a2 3/N)1 + [2/Ac3 + [N3/Ac2J
(3.49)
illustrates the tradeoff in performance (degradations due to trans-
mission path turbulence are diminished but degradations due to ad-
ditive noise are exacerbated) obtained from the utilization of trans-
mitter diversity and, hence, the necessity for its selective deployment.
Also apparent from this expression is the limiting effect of reception
path turbulence (via the term (exp[4 22-1)) on the performance of
the estimator. In Figure 3.4 for worst case fading (a2 = .5) which is
2 2arbitrarily divided equally (a, 2= = .25) between the transmission
and the reception paths, this error term is plotted as a function of
AC with N3 as a parameter. From this figure we observe that the op
timal utilization of available diversity follows the pattern previously
described and that the improvement in performance becomes negligible
after some fixed amount of diversity (approximately 100 elements here)
has been employed because of the effects of reception path turbulence.
The approach of Section 3.1.1 also provides a lower bound for
the CR bound
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[Var(j i%1)/1b0 V] > sup{[2/Ac], [4a 2 /N3 (1+2a) +
4a22(1+2a22), N3 2Ac 2+AC 3-j(3.50)
The same worst case analysis determines that the ratio of the
estimator error to this bound varies from 1.6 to 3.6 for small N3
(on the order of one or two) and from 1.2 to 3.8 for large N3  (on
the order of 102). Comparison of this bound with its counterpart
from Section 3.1.1.establishes that it follows the same pattern of
behavior as the error term, i.e., degradations in performance due to
transmission path turbulence are diminished by the characteristic
diversity factor, part of the degradation due to additive noise as
well as that attributed to reception path turbulence is unaffected
while the remainder of the degradation due to noise is exacerbated by
the same diversity factor. The number of useful diversity elements,
i.e., the size of the transmitting aperture is thus limited by both
additive noise and fading in the reception channel. As previously
discussed, temporal diversity is again utilized when it is available.
3.1.4 Transmitter and Receiver Diversity Model (milm)
Both A1 and A2 contain more than one coherence area while
aperture P is contained within the appropriate coherence area.
Within a temporal coherence interval., both perturbation terms thus
require the unilateral coherence approximation. The most general trans.-
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mitted envelope with energy IEl 2  remains that described in (3.34a)
and (3,34b). This transmitted envelope produces the received envelope
y(r,t) = E02(r,t) + n(r,t) = [1//T] a 0b 0
{ f4 E1 ()exp[x. (t)+j$1(r)V 1 ]il ,(M)
A1
exp[x2(r)+j 2 r)TOl 0 (r) + n(r,t),
r -A 2, t T2  (3.51)
where a0, b0 e ( )+j$3(f)], and exp[x2(r)+ji2r)] were defined
in (3,3a),, (3.3b), (3.35), and (3.22), respectively, while Ti and T2
are the temporal intervals (of length T) previously described. Within
this model, the surface is completely characterized by b0 and the ef-
fects of transmitter and receiver diversity are uncoupled so that they
may be treated separately in accordance with previously determined
methods.
Although we can utilize available receiver diversity by means of
spatial processing (Section 3.1.2), temporal processing is required to
benefit from existing transmitter diversity (Section 3.1.3). Therefore,
we partition the transmission interval into N3 equal length (T/N3)
subintervals {T 1 p} during which we sequentially transmit from distinct
coherence areas the collection of equal energy envelopes
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Eil p%, /
A
E. ( ) =
p,
r E Al t E
elsewhere
p= ,2 ,...,N3 (3.52a)
where
A 1 ,
dr i,0(r)12, p= 1,2,...,fl3 (3.52b)
This transmission causes the sequence of received envelopes
y (rt) = c0b0  f d E (T)exprx (r)+j$ ( A (r
[ 1/0 ] /2p(2L+ () 10
[l/TIj1/2 expIX2(r)+jcp,(r)lI 01 ncr) + n(t.
r e A2, t T2 ,, p =1,3 (3.53)
where nP(rt) is the additive noise process restricted to the pth
subinterval.
To obtain a manageable likelihood ratio for this formulation, we
must develop representations for the random processes describing the
turbulence. We again employ the coherence area decomposition technique
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thereby partitioning the apertures A1 and A2 into coherence areas
N1 N
{A 1 } and (A2} over each of which the appropriate processM=1 =
is modeled as a random variable, We assume that these N2 + N1 pairs
of random variables are independent [331 (c4., Section 2.3.1) with
each pair possessing independent real and imaginary parts [1]. Further-
more, any phase variable may be regarded as uniformly distributed. If
N0 denotes the spectral height of the additive noise, then these de-
compositions may be utilized to form the ensuing likelihood ratio
p=l
expf[-Iaob Ei12 Fexp[2x1  ]exp[2x2  i/N0N3J}
=1 ) 14 -
exp{[2/N0 /T]Reab %ip"2exp[x+jitexp+X2,ti,}
f dt f
T2,p A2,5
dr yp *(r,t)eD1 0(r)]}
{X2,zt2,z}
(3.54)
where E. was defined in (3.25). The received envelopes appear in
(3.54) as a set of correlation functionals
YpptO =Tf
2p
dt f
A2 ,z
dr y (r,t) 01,0*(r) ([T /51/2
S = 1, 2,...N2,9 p = 1 , 2,. ,..,N3,9 (3.55)
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which are thus sufficient statistics. An equivalent model is the fol-
lowing
yp exPrx1,p+jcP l eIX2, +j2,Zaobo([EZtp/N3])1/2 Egi
1 ,2 ...,N2, p =1,2,...,N3,
where we define
T2,p
+ np,,
(3.56)
nppto below
dt J
A
=l122,...,N2, p=152,...,N3.
Previous observations concerning the modes [8], "il, 0 ()
01,O(r), imply that
( PA )1/2
a0 = ac'I = 1,2,..,N2, p =.
(3.57)
and
(3.58)
thereby simplifying this model (Equation 3.56) as follows
pz= exp[x JP+jfl 3exp[x2 , t,ctboE 1 (j /N3 )l1/2 + n
t = 1,2,...,N2, p = 3125,)3
dr n p(r,t) (o50 *r)0 ET/N3]1/
( .59)
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Once again standard estimation procedures involve intractable ex-
pressions thereby prompting our use of Moldon's indirect technique.
This method provides a tractable unbiased estimator for b1
JA N3  N9 -
2= fl/N3N2]{ Y "ElYpl2-N 41cEil2N3I
p=l =1
3N2 2-fl/N23 N3  2 2-]acEil 12 (3.60)
p=1 =1
which has normalized mean-souare error
[Var(K Io2)/ibo = El/N3N23)(exp[4a3 2 i)(expr4a 1 2]-1)+(N3-)
2 2(exp[4a2 ]-1)] + F2/N2AcJ + [N3/N2Ac ]. (3.61)
This quantity is minimized by choosing N2 as large as possible and
then selecting N3 to satisfy the following
N3 = sup(l,FAc{(exp[4a 12~) (e 4221-1+2 1/2 ) (3.62)
where -i denotes the greatest integer in the enclosed expression.
This utilization of the available transmitter diversity is similar to
that described in Section 3.1.3 although its detailed behavior depends
on N2. By rewriting the error in the following form
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A 2[Var(bOP)/KbOI] =[l/N2N3][exp[4a2]-exp[4a12]-exp[4 22]+i] +
[exp[4al2] 1N +[exp[4a22]lN2l + 2 C
([N3/N23) [1/A C 2  (3.63)
we observe that turbulence no longer absolutely limits the performance
of the estimator in contrast to previous results. In Figure 3.5
worst case fading (a2 = .5) which is arbitrarily divided equally
(a12 = a22 = .25) between the transmission and reception paths, this
error term is plotted as a function of Ac with N2  as a parameter
and with N3  chosen according to (3.62). For small SNR (Ac<«
increasing N2 provides the usual diversity improvement in performance
(proportional to N2) whereas, for large SNR (Ac >> 1), increasing
N2 provides an improvement which is proportional to /N2. By com-
parison of this figure with Figures 3.3 and 3.4, we observe that the
combination of transmitter and receiver diversity supplies a signifi-
cant improvement over either type of diversity used alone.
The approach of Section 3.1.1 also leads to a lower bound for
the CR bound
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A
[Var(1b0 2)/IboI] > sup(F2/N2Ac],
4([cr 2/N3J) (1+2a 2) + 4([a2/N2 ]) (l+2a?2)2
[(N3/N2)/(2Ac2+Ac3 31)]). (3.64)
The same worst case analysis indicates that the ratio of the estima-
tor error to this bound varies from 1.6 to 3.6 for small N2  (on
the order of one or two) and from 1.2 to 3.9 for large N2 (on the
order of 102). Comparison of this bound with its counterpart from
Section 3,1.1 establishes that it exhibits the same improved quality
as the error term. Consequently, the number of useful diversity ele-
ments, i.e., the sizes of the apertures being used, is not absolutely
limited as in previous sections. As previously discussed, all of the
available temporal diversity is utilized in the appropriate manner.
3.1.5 Summarz
Here we summarize our results for the coherent cross section group,
i.e., those models which involve far field propagation in both
channels and a surface which is contained within the appropriate coherence
area. The only available information concerning this surface is given
by %bI, the coherent cross section defined in (3.3b) which is to be
estimated. Although these models lead to estimation formulations of
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varying complexity, we cannot determine explicit ML estimators or CR
bounds for any of them. Consequently, we resort to an indirect tech-
nique due to Moldon which utilizes lower bounds for the CR bound and
simple, tractable estimators in lieu of the ML estimators. Since
the mean-square error associated with each of the estimators is not
significantly different from the corresponding lower bound, these es-
timators are adequate albeit suboptimal.
The estimator (mean-square) errors corresponding to receiver
diversity, transmitter diversity and both are plotted in Figures 3.3, 3.4,
and 3.5, respectively, for worst case fading (02 = .5) arbitrarily
22divided equally (a 1  = a2  = .25) between the transmission and recep-
tion paths. As previously observed, the estimator error is minimized
by utilizing every available receiver diversity element. For small
SNR (i.e., Ac << 1), this procedure supplies the usual diversity im-
provement in performance whereas for large SR (i.e. Ac >> 1) the
supplied improvement becomes insignificant. This behavior is due to
transmission path fading which is unaffected by receiver diversity and
which, therefore, ultimately limits the quality of the estimator ob-
tained when only receiverdiversity proce sjg is available.
We have already established that, for transmitter diversity
processing, the estimator error is minimized by selecting the number
of diversity elements (to be utilized) according to (3.48). This
criterion results from the tradeoff in behavior of the error terms
due to transmission path fading and background noise which can be
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observed from Figure 3.4. Here, increasing the number of diversity
elements improves performance for large SNR but degrades performance for
small SUR. Even those improvements which can be obtained are modest,
however, because reception path fading is independent of transmitter
diversity and thus restricts the quality of estimators which utilize
only this diversity.
When both types of diversity processing are available, we
minimize estimator error by employing all receiver diversity elements
and selecting N according to (3.62). For small SUR, however, this
procedure is equivalent to simple diversity reception which performs
well under this restriction. For large SUR, however, this dual proc-
essing leads to substantial (proportional to VN2) improvement in
performance as indicated in Figure 3.5.
Finally, as already discussed, a collection of signalling in-
tervals (temporal coherence intervals) may also be used to improve
performance. In this case, the entire error is subjected to the
usual diversity improvement. For small SNR and restricted apertures,
this processing represents the only method for reaching desired per-
formance levels.
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3.2 Coherent Imagjn
In this section we consider those cases gathered in the co-
herent imaging group of Table 2.2. These models involve far field
propagation in the transmission channel, near field propagation in
the reception channel and a rough surface which is contained with-
in the appropriate coherence area. In this case, the surface is
completely characterized by its coherent image, i.e., by the set of
parameters related to those modes which are supported by the corre-
sponding free space channels. Such formulations are related to the
topic of passive imaging through turbulence which possesses an ex-
tensive literature summarized elsewhere [35, 36, 37],
3.2.1 Simple Imaging Model (ll1mm)
As in Section 3.1.2, apertures A1 and P are contained with-
in the appropriate coherence areas but aperture A2  is not. Conse-
quently, when the transmission interval is limited to a temporal
coherence interval, we may approximate the perturbation term for the
transmission channel as a random variable and the perturbation term
for the reception channel as unilaterally coherent. The former chan-
nel remains in the far field regime so that its input mode and output
mode are unaltered from the corresponding free space description.
The former channel remains in the far field regime so that its input
mode and output mode are unaltered from the corresponding free space
description, The latter channel is in the near field regime and it
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shares only input modes with the associated free space model.
The most general transmitted envelope with energy tE 1 2 is
given by the following
E=A(r,t)=E. ,() [//T1, 'F r A1 , 4 t T, (3.65)
where T is the length of the transmission interval T1. This trans-
mission produces the received envelope
y(r,t) = E02(r,t) + n(r,t) = exp[x1+jpj] exp[x2(r)+jc 2(r)] [1//T]
SnzObz,oo(r)} a4Eil + n(r,t),
z=l
r FA2 , tsFT 2 , (3.66)
where T2 is a time-shifted (by (L+L2)c 1) version of T. Here
ria is the eigenvalue corresponding to the ith mode in the decom-
position for the free space reception channel, exp[x1+jck1 and
exp[x2(r)+jT 2(r)] were defined in (3.3) and (3.22), respectively, and we
now define the following parameters
4A exp[jk(L+L2)] [(PA)1/ 2/xL11 =
exp[jk(L 1+L2)1(n, 1/2 (3.67a)
bz A [l/P] f dr' b(r') 00',i ()
p
(3.67b)
where n1 ,0 is the eigenvalue corresponding to the mode which is
supported by the free space transmission channel. The parameter
a4 may be regarded as a free space propagation parameter and the
parameters {b } characterize the surface (target) completely.
Because the eigenvalues exhibit a clustering effect [8], i.e.,
they tend to be near zero or one, Equation 3.66 reduces to
y(rt) = [I/T] exp[x +j+1 ]exp[X 2 (r)+j 2(r)]
D bf02
b 2 Eil + n(r ,t),
r A2 t T2 e T, (3.68)
where Df02 , the Fresnel number for the free space reception channel,
Df02 A [A2P/(xL 2)2], (3.69)
is the number of modes supportedI
values near one). Consequently,
information about the parameters
therefore completely characterize
Equation 3.68 may also be written
by that channel (i.e., with eigen-
the received envelope only contains
{bg, z = 1 ,2 ,...,Df02} which
the surface in this formulation.
in the form
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y(r,t) = [1//T] exp[x+jit] exp[x2 2r)+2 (r)1 d(r)a4E 1 + n(r,t),
2A t ,(3.70)
where d(r) may be interpreted (to within a constant) as the envelope
received at aperture A2  when the envelope b(r') 101,0(r') is
transmitted from aperture P through the free space channel.
From expressions (3.68) and (3.70), we observe that estimation of
the surface parameters may be regarded as an exercise either in mul-
tiple nonrandom parameter estimation, {bV ,z = 1,2!,.Df021  or in
nonrandom waveform estimation, {d(r), r E A2}. Again the natural sta'
tistical technique [38] involves maximum likelihood (ML) estimators
and Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds on the mean-square estimator error. From
previous experience (Section 3.1) we expect that these quantities
cannot be explicitly calculated because of intractabilities introduced
both in the evaluation of the likelihood ratio and in the subsequent
computation required to determine the estimators or bounds.
For the additive noise process previously described (c4.,
Sections 2.31 and 3.1.1), the likelihood ratio corresponding to
the formulation (3.70) is given by
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= <exp{-[exp[2x1 Ica4E.1 12/N 0Af dr exp[2x2(r)] id(r)1 2  .
2
expl[2//T NO]Re[lzE1 exp[x1+jcp] f dt f dr4 lT 2  A2
(r,t)expFx2(r)+jp2(r)] d(r)]}> .(3.71)
x2 '2
X2 r) ,42 (r)
To perform this averaging, we require a representation for the fading
process x2 +jt2(r). The issues of representing the fading process
and evaluating the likelihood ratio have received a thorough examina-
tion, albeit- in a slightly different context,by Halme [30] and they
are discussed in Appendix 3C. Here we utilize the sampling representa-
tion, which is an approximation that is exact for very large apertures,
to obtain the following conditional likelihood ratio [30]
<= sexp{[- a4E. I 2exp[2xq]exp[2x
Exp{2/0N ]RetE.1exp[x 1+j expx + d
0eprN il 1 1 ex 2,q 2,q q q *11>
{X2q't2q}
(3.72)
where Ns is the number of samples, {r I are the sampling points
q=l
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in the aperture A2  q is the qth sample of the received envelope
Yq = [1/T] f dt y(r ,t), q = 1,2,...,N (3.73a)
qT q s4 37a2
d is the qth sample of the envelope d(r)
d = d(r )([1/T] f dt), q = 1,2,...,N ; (3.73b)
q q T2  s2
and X2,q + j2,q is the qth sample of the perturbation term
X2,q + j2,q = X2(rq) + j2(rq)
q = 1,2,...,Ns. (3.73c)
The conditioning may be removed from expression (3.72) by assuming
that the fading samples {x2q j2q} are independent. With the further
assumption that the real and imaginary parts of each fading sample
are also independent [1] and that the imaginary part is uniformly dis-
tributed [29], the likelihood ratio becomes the following
Ns
= <qI Fr([Ia 4Eidqexp[xl]I2/t%0]Iyq I/ 0], i 2,2)> (3.74)
22
where a2,q =a 2 ,Vq) isthe variance of x2,q'
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Because (3.74) is similar to expressions previously obtained
(c4., Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2), we are cognizant of the issues ger-
mane to the estimation of the parameters [d }. In particular, the
estimator
q2 q N0 4Ei y q = 1,2,...,Ns (3.75)
provides a suboptimal but adequate measure of the quantity Jd 2
q
while arg(d ) is immeasurable because of the uniformly distributed
fading phase. With the more realistic assumption that the fading
phase is normally distributed (Section 2.1.1), the techniques of
Section 3.1.1 may be applied to the estimation of arg dq* In
Table 3.1 we present lower bounds (derived by utilizing (3.17))
on the mean-square error which may be achieved by unbiased estimators
of fd 2 and arg(dq). From this table, we observe that the magnitude
estimator (3.75) performs well as previously claimed but that any
phase estimator will perform poorly (on an absolute scale) in view
of the large size of the fading phase variances [293.
The usual sampling representation for d(r), i.e.,
N
d(r) = qS d finter,q(r), r E A2, (3.76)
where {linterq(r)} are the interpolation functions associated with
the sampling operation [30] along with the orthonormal property of
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TABLE 3.1
Related
Formulation
f ree
space
noiseless
Amplitude Bound
0
22
a1 +a 2
Phase Bound
N 0
2 2
1 2 2
3
N0
4l
2M la E 4 d 1+2a 6E dol
phase fading
plus
additive noise 1 2 2
1 2
Lower bounds for the CR bound corresponding to
the qth sample, d of the received envelope, d(r)
derived by utiliz nn the inequality of Equation
317, Each pair of bounds is accompanied by the
related simplified formulation (c4., Appendix
3A) from which they are obtained.
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the free space eigenfunctions {mZo0,(r)} yield the following re-
lationship between the surface parameters {b } and the samples of
the received envelope {d }
q
* NC
bt=f dr o (r){ s d . (r)}
A 2  uN,0 ql q inter,q
N N
= d {f dr *(r) ie (r)} A Y d0 A,
q lq A 2 O inter,q -0=l Z
1
,
2
, .. . ,Df02. (3.77)
Using this relationship, we can apply a known rule [28] to the derived
bounds to determine similar bounds which correspond to the set {bd}.
We omit their complicated forms with the observation that they are
typically large due primarily to the poor performance (large bounds)
of the estimators for the sample phases, {arg(d )}.
In view of results previously obtained concerning the estimation
of the parameter b0 in Section 3.1, these results for the set {dq}
and hence for the set {b I are not surprising because of the size of
the fading phase variance. In many situations to which the formulation
(3.70) is applicable, a sufficient target characterization may not
require good estimates for the magnitude and phase of every parameter
in the set {bd}. For example, the familiar irradiance image,
Ib(r')12 , requires only magnitude and relative phase estimates for
{bO}. The performance of relative phase estimators cannot be determined
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from (3.72) due to the assumption of independent fading samples
which was introduced to permit the evaluation of the likelihood
ratio. Significant dependences among the fading samples would not
imply that an accurate measurement of any particular sample phase
could be made since the fading phase variance remains large. These
dependences would imply, however, that more accurate measurements
of relative sample phases (e.g., arc(d )-arg(d )) could be achieved.
Because no tractable method for treating the likelihood ratio (3.71)
without the assumption of independent fading samples has been de-
veloped (c4., Appendix 3C), we cannot evaluate lower bounds on the
attainable performance for relative phase estimators by proceeding
from the likelihood ratio. Intractabilities accordingly limit the
usefulness of .oldon's technique in dealing with relative phase es-
timators and hence with irradiance images which are examined from a
different viewpoint in Appendix 3B.
3.2,2 Imaqipj with Transmitter Diversity Model (mllmm)
Here, aperture P is contained within the appropriate coherence
area whereas apertures A1 and A2 are not, so that the unilateral
coherence approximation is required for both perturbation terms when
the transmission interval does not exceed a temporal coherence inter-
val. The transmission channel is in the far field regime so that
its description is unaltered from Section 3.1.3 while the reception
channel is in the near field thus retaining the description of the
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preceding section. The most general transmitted envelope with energy
E I 2  is given by
A = A A A
E [(r,t) = 1/] E (r), r E A1, ts T1 , (3.78a)
where T is the length of the transmission interval T and where
the spatial envelope E. (r) satisfies the following
il
f d JE.(r)12 = IE! 2 . (3.78b)
A1  i
This transmission produces the received envelope
y(r,t) = E02(r,t) = a4{Af dtEi1 ()expFx 1 (r)+j ()11il.O(t)}
Df02
[1/41 exp[x2(r)+j 2(r)] I b 4 0 ,0(r) + n(r,t),
z=1
rsc A2 , t eT2 , (3.79)
where T2 is a time-shifted (by (L+L2)c1 ) version of T, where
a4, b., and Df02 were defined in (3.67) and (3.69) and where thef02A A
perturbation terms exp[x1 (r)+jp1(r)J and exp[x2 2(r)+j2(r)] were
defined in (3.35) and (3.22), respectively. He observe that the
effects of the transmitting and receiving apertures are uncopled in
Equation 3.79 so that both may be employed as previously determined
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(c4., Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.1).
Consequently, by means of temporal processing, the available
transmitter diversity is selectively employed to combat the perfor-
mance degradation that may be attributed to transmission channel
fading. Quantitative results, i.e., the usual collection of lower
bounds, follow from the methods employed in the preceding section and
they are displayed in Table 3.2. Once again the magnitude b9t not
the phase of any sample {d I can be measured accurately so that
the surface parameters {b } still experience severe measurement
inaccuracies. As discussed in the preceding section, these results
are not surprising in view of the assumptions that were used in
their derivation, Since more realistic assumptions lead to analytical
intractabilities, the usefulness of Moldon's technique is severely
restricted in this context.
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TABLE 3.2
Related
Formulation
free
space
noiseless
Amplitude Bound
No0
2
C1 2
-- + G 2
.3
Phase Bound
N0
a 4E |l- dq
2cx
+ 2
S+ Nf2
phase fading
plus
additive noise
3
N 3 N03 0
4
2N0 4 E i i14Id0I 2+N31Ia4Eill6 ldq1 4
Modifications of the lower bounds presented in
Table 3.1 due to the utilization of N transmitter
diversity elements. 3
2
2 3
~2)
$~2
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CHAPTER 4
Here we examine the simplest formulation in which the effective
surface aperture is not necessarily contained within the appropriate
turbulent coherence area. This case is the sole member of Group 5, the
partially coherent cross section, in Table 2.2. In contrast to our usual
approach, the chapter is split into two sections by separating the
modeling and estimation aspects of this formulation because each en-
tails lengthy discussions.
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4.1 Partially Coherent Cross Section (Ilmll) Model
In this section we assume that both A1  and A2 are contained
within the appropriate coherence areas but that the effective sur-
face aperture P is not. We thus employ the usual approximation for
each channel provided the transmission interval is limited to a tem-
poral coherence interval. Accordingly the input mode for the trans-
mission channel as well as the output mode for the reception channel
are identical with their free space counterparts. The most general
transmitted envelope with energy Ei 2 thus has the form
E (rt) = E [1//rA () A tcT, (4.1.)1 i -il,0 r1)A1, e3
where T is the length of the transmission interval. This trans-
mission produces the following received envelope
y(r t) = E02(r,t) + n(r,t)
* [1//T] czao3El ,Ol 0 (r) + n(rt),
r eA2, t E T(4.2)
where T2 is a time-shifted (by (L+L2)c ) version of T1. Here
we have utilized a0  which was defined in (3.3a) and 0 which we
now define as follows
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0= [/P] f dr' b(r')exp[xp 1(r',0)+jp(r',0)]P
exP[x2P (0r')+jB 2P(0r')% 1o,(r')4)il,*(r'). (4.3)
The parameter S0  depends on both the surface (target) and the tur-
bulence in contrast to previous formulations wherein the effects of
the surface were conveyed by a distinct parameter (b0) which was not
affected by the turbulence,
For this model, the additive noise consists of background noise
and an additional term that represents quantum effects (c4., Section
3.1.1). If N0  denotes the height of the power spectrum for this
additive noise, then the likelihood ratio for this formulation is
given by
<exp[ [IoEiI02/NO]exp[2/ /r N
Re{aoEi 1so f dt f dr y*(rt)40l 0
T2  A2  XP(pl(r'0)
x2P 0r)-2P05)
(4.4)
where ' denotes an ensemble average over the turbulent processes.
The received envelope appears in (4.4) only as a correlation
dt f dr y(r,t) i1,o*(r) [/IT]
A2
which is thus
is given by
a sufficient statistic [28]. An equivalent formulation
(4.6)YO = czE 1 + no
where n0 is defined as follows
n0 A f
T2
dt f dr n(r,t) m*(r) [I/T].
A2
(4.7)
The available information about the surface is conveyed via the
parameter 0 which we now analyze to determine what information it con-
tains and whether this information can be extracted from it. Toward
this goal, we rewrite 6 in the form
(4.8)= [lip] f dr' b'(r') exp[x(r')+j (r')]p
which utilizes the definitions
x(r')+j (r' ) A x ,(r',0)+j ,) (r', + 2r'r)j* P0 ),
r' s (4,a
YOA f
T2
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(4.5)
(4. 9a)
103
b(rI) b(r')01,0 il,*
rs P. (4.9b)
The statistics of the composite process x(r)+jc(r) follow from the
joint statistics of the perturbation processes discussed in Sections
2.1.2 and 2.3.1. This process is a complex Gaussian which is charac-
terized by its means and covariances.
If we follow the approach of Levitt [861 and apply the coherence
area decomposition technique (c.; Section 3.2.1) to Equation 4.8, we
obtain the ensuing approximation
= T B expxn+i J (4.10)n n
NT
where NT is the number of coherence areas Pn ,xn+jen is the
n=l
value of the process x(r')+j(r') over the nth area and {Bn} are
given by
B = [1/P] ( f dr' b'(r')), n = 12...NT'(4.11)
n
In accordance with previous assumptions, we model the fading log-
amplitudes {Xn } as normally distributed and the fading phases {$n}
as uniformly distributed. These fading phases are assumed to be in-
dependent of one another and of the fading log-amplitudes which, however,
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are dependent on each other. Provided the interdependence of the
fading log-amplitudes is slight (see Appendix 4A) and the members
of the set [B } are comparable in magnitude (i.e., b(r') satisfies
certain regularity conditions), we may employ results obtained by
Levitt [86, 87] to determine the nature of the random variable 800
These results indicate that 30 possesses a log normally distributed
amplitude and a uniformly distributed phase whenever the summation
parameter NT is sufficiently small and that R possesses a
Rayleigh distributed amplitude and a uniformly distributed phase
whenever NT is sufficiently large, Halme's simulations [30] have
confirmed these results and, furthermore, they provide a quantitative
indication (see Table 4,1) of the applicability of the log normal or
the Rayleigh distributions for J I0. From Table 4.1, we observe
that there exists only a narrow range of values (of NT) for which
neither of these distributions is suitable for IsI. Hence the
preceding pair of distributions are an adequate characterization of the
random variable 50 for our purposes.
A Rayleigh variate is specified by its variance so that when this
model is accurate, the available information about the surface is given
by
b A <=[l2, /P.._ 2 f dr' f dp' b'(r') b' (p')
P P
(4.12a)exp[-(1/2)D(r'-p')]
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TABLE 4.1
2
.1
05
41.0
Nu
4
4
64
The critical values of the summation parameter
Nr (c4., (4.10)) as a function of the fading
2log-amplitude variance, a . For NT <NL the
amplitude 10| has a lognormal distribution
whereas for N > NU it has a Rayleigh distri-Tbuin
bution.
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where D(-) is the sum of the wave structure functions for the transmission
and the reception paths
D(r'-p') = (r'-p'o) + D 2P(0r'-p'),
r' P, (4.12b)
A log normal variate, however, requires an additional moment to com-
plete its specification so that when this model applies, the available
information consists of b and an additional parameter. To ensure
that tractable estimators for the characterizing parameters may be
determined (c6., Section 4.2), we utilize the parameter b defined
below
b' A <6 > =[1/P ]f drl'f dpj f dr2'f dp 2 ' exp[4a 2
b'(r1 )b*(p1 )b'*(P2') b(r 2 )
exp[-(1/2)[D(r 1'-Pl ')+D(rl r2 T)+D(rl'-P2')+
D(pl'-r 2[ ~ pI 2 ' r2 -21 +
D (r '-r2 + '(p 2)](4.13a)
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where D () is the corresponding summation of phase structure func-
tions for the transmission and the reception paths
F (r'-p') = Do (r'-p',0) + DoP (0,r'-p')5
P1 2P
r' e P. (4.13b)
Estimation of these parameters from the received envelope is examined
in Section 4.2.
To complete this discussion, we assume that the parameters which
specify 50 can be reliably recovered from the received envelope in
order to determine when this information provides an accurate measure-
ment of the sole surface parameter, the coherent cross section (ce.,
Section 3.1.1)
=b [2 P2] f dr' f dp' b'(rl)b'*(p') (4.14)
P P
From Equation 4.12a and Equation 4.14, we observe that IbI2 can be
obtained from, and is nearly equal to, b whenever the term
exp[-(1/2)D(-)] has a negligible effect on the integrals contained in
the former equation, .c, when the scale of the correlation function
of b'(r') is much smaller than the coherence distance of the turbulence.
In this situation, b' is also directly related to lb01 2 so that the
existence of two characterizing parameters for o does not lead to any
inconsistency. When the correlation scale is nearly equal to the co-
herence distance, the unambiguous extraction of b0 2 from b (or
the set {b,b'}) is no longer possible. Finally, if the correlation
scale is much larger than the coherence distance, then the recovered in-
formation characterizes the turbulence rather than the surface (target).
To provide a more physical interpretation, we recall from Section
2.2.2 that
b(r') = a'(r')exp[-2jkz'(r')], r e P, (4.15)
where z(r') is the height of the surface and a'(r') represents its
strength (i.e., local coefficient of reflection). For most surfaces
[20, 23, 53), a'(r') varies slowly and slightly over the effective
aperture P whereas kz'(r') exhibits large and rapid variations.
Using Suzuki's definition [531 for the scale of the correlation func-
tion
A PA fdr' f dp' b'(r')b' (p) = P b0I2  (4.16)
P P
and recalling that the free space modes are nearly normal plane waves
[8], we observe that the surface roughness as embodied in its height
variations is the primary factor in determining whether the received
information may be interpreted in terms of the coherent cross section.
As long as the height variations are sufficiently uncorrelated, the
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received information is representative of the surface. Otherwise,
the surface parameter is masked by the turbulence and cannot be ob-
tained from the received information.
4.2 Partially Coherent Cross Section (llmll)--Estimation
For the formulation developed in the preceding section
YO= a Em1  + n0  (4.17)
we now consider the estimation of those nonrandom parameters which
characterize %0. In contrast to formulations that we have already
encountered (e.g,, Equation 3.6), the nonrandom parameters being esti-
mated do not explicitly appear in (4.17) because we are no longer able
to separate turbulent and surface scattering effects. This behavior is
in agreement with our previous observation that these parameters do not
necessarily characterize the surface itself. Nonetheless, they com-
pletely characterize the received envelope (c4., Section 4.1) and, thus,
are the only quantities available for estimation.
lie first examine the model wherein 0 possesses a Rayleigh dis-
tribution amplitude and a uniformly distributed phase so that it is
completely characterized by the parameter b defined in (4.12a). The
likelihood ratio for this model follows directly
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= [N0/N0+ctE jl1 2b] exp rLYoI2IcoEii 2b/No(No+kOE i 2b)]
(4.18)
and is amenable to the standard maximum likelihood techniques. The
ML estimator for b
h = (LT 01 2-No)1c E (4.19)
is unbiased and efficient, i,e. it achieves the CR bound on the
mean-square error of an unbiased estimator
A 2 2 2b 2 4220
[Var(b)/b + > + 2MO/1aoE1 2b] + F0 aOEiI b (4.20a)
Al+ [2/A) + rI/A22 (4.20b)
When M (temporally obtained) independent observations {ym of
the received parameter are available, the ML estimator becomes
A /M rII 24N E1 (4.21)M IY=1IaOj
m=l0
which achieves the usual diversity reduction in the error
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A 2 2
rVar(b)/b2 I = Li/M [1 + (2/A2) + (/A2). (4.22)
We next examine the model in which a0 has a lognormal amplitude
distribution and a uniform phase distribution so that its characteriza-
tion requires two parameters, b and b' defined in (4.13a). Here the
likelihood ratio may be expressed in terms of the Frustration function
A= Fr[(Ia0cE iI 2b2/N0 (b') 1 "2),( /y0j vN0);(l/4)zn b' - (1/2)zn b].
(4.23)
As our previous experience with this function would suggest (c$,
Section 3.1.1), the application of standard estimation (IL) techniques
encounters intractabilities. Once again we resort to the development
(Moldon s technique) of approximations for the ML estimators and
lower bounds for the CR bounds. The simplest unbiased estimators
provided by this approach are the following
A = 2_-b -FYol IcoEi IT (4.24a)
A4I022 i11-4
b = N+2NIYI 1 o 0 AoE (4.24b)
Although tractability has been the primary factor in the determination
of these forms, the former is identical with the estimator just derived
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for the related Rayleigh model. The normalized mean-square errors
associated with these estimators are given by
[Var(b)2] = ([b'/b2]-l) + F2/A2 + A2 + [1/Ab'b 1 2 ](4.25a)
A (A-1) + [2/A2] + Fl/A22 ] (4.25b)
[Var(b')/(b')2]= (4-1) + [8A/A2] + [20/AA22] +
[16/A2A23]1+ [4/A 2 (4.25c)
Following Moldon's approach, we also develop a collection of
lower bounds for the pair of CR bounds by means of a series of
straightforward but tedious computations
FVar(b)/b2] > sup(2/A9,(ZnA)(l+(1/2)nA),1/[2A+A2) (4,26a)
[V A 2 2 3
[Var(b')/(b')I > sup[(8/A2),(4knA)(l+(l/2)inA),1/[2A2 2+A29.
(4.26b)
When M independent observations fyM} of the received parameter are
available, the estimators given by
2(
b = [l/M] [t 0 J-Nl0Ei (4.27a)
m= 1
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4_4ym2I'l0+2N+2ll21. 
-4(4.27b)
m=1
achieve the diversity reduction in mean-square error. The calculated
lower bounds also experience this reduction so that the relative (to
the bound) performance of the estimators is unaltered by diversity
even though their absolute performance (size of the mean-square error)
is significantly improved.
Analysis of the relative performance of these estimators is com-
plicated in general but simplifie in the specialized circumstances
for which the coherent cross section of the surface may be obtained
from the parameter set {b,b'} (c4, Section 4.1). In this context,
b and b are directly related
22b = b expE4a 1 (4.28)
so that only the estimator (4.24a) is necessary. The associated mean-
square error becomes
[Var(b)/b23 = (exp[4a2]-') + [2/A2I+ [1/A2 (4.29)
while the lower bound is given by the following
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[Var(b)/b2 > sup[(2/A),42 (l2a2),l/[2A2 2 )+A 3.
The second term in Equation 4.30 provides the improved bound promised
in Appendix 3A since this formulation subsumes the one employed there.
Provided we relabel the axes (by replacing A 0 with A2  and
b0 K4Var(Ib1 2) with b 2Var b), Figure 3.1 supplies a graphic com-
parison of the error and the bound, As the ratio (see Figure 3.2) of
these quantities varies modestly (1.6 to 3.6), this estimator possesses
sufficient quality to justify its employment.
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CHAPTER 5
In this chapter we discuss some imaging techniques which are
useful in the more general formulations of Table 2.2, e.g., the co-
herent scanning and imaging group or the general (partially coherent
scanning and imaging) group. In view of the limited results that have
been obtained for the relatively uncomplicated coherent imaging group
(c4., Section 3.2), we do not attempt to devise optimal transmission
and reception processing for these complicated formulations. Instead,
in Section 5.2, we utilize results obtained in Chapters 3 and 4 to de-
velop techniques which provide adequate (radiance) images under suitably
restricted circumstances. The topic of beam propagation which is rele-
vant to these schemes is examined in Section 5.1.
5.1 Beam Propagation in the Clear, Turbulent Atmosohere
There exists considerable interest in this topic for which two
distinct theoretical approaches based respectively on radiance statis-
tics and mutual coherence functions have been developed. A partial
bibliography along with an examination of the relative merits of these
approaches vis-a-vis experimental results are presented elsewhere [54].
To avoid the uncertainties associated with the existence of focused
beams in a turbulent environment [55, 56] we base our methods (for im-
aging) on the more pessimistic conclusions of the mutual coherence
school.
As a quantitative framework for discussing these results, we employ
the line-of-sight propagation model described in Section 2.1. The term
beam refers to a complex envelope with a Gaussian profile characterized
by its radius W14 and with a quadratic phase variation characterized by
the focal length f so that the phrase "transmitted bear" indicates the
following transmitted envelope
A 2 1/2 2a? l/2
E(r) = Ei([1/Wi/) expr-(r2/2)(lW )+(jk/f.))J
r 1 A(5.1)
where E is an energy parameter. When the focal length f. is
chosen to equal the pathlength L, the beam is said to be focused
on aperture A2 In a free space environment, this transmitted beam
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causes the following received envelope provided the radius of aperture
A1  exceeds V/2 W [14],
E0(r) = Ei([l/W021)l/2 2exp[-(IrI2/2)((1/ 2)+(jk/f
r s:A2, (5.2a)
where
w =L 2/k2W 2 (1 - (L/f) (5.2b)
f -LO2[(L/f)w2(1-(L/f))(L2/k 2 2 (5.2c)
This envelope may be regarded as a beam with focal length f0 and
radius N0  which is plotted in Figure 5.1 as a function of the
parameters of the transmitted beam. For a focused transmission, the
received beam has a spot size (area) given by
SoA 27WO2 = [(xL)2/2nW 2].(5.3)
By using the appropriate set of linear phase variations in the trans-
mitted envelope to displace the centroid of the received envelopes,
we may cover the aperture A2 with a collection of "physically
orthogonal' beams [58]. This collection, henceforth designated the
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scanning set, contains approximately Nbe beams
Nbe = [A2/SO] = [A2(2TrW 2)/(L)
21
[A2A1/(AL)21 = Df0 (5.4)
where DfO is the free space Fresnel number (cj., Section 2.1.3).
In a turbulent environment, the received envelope due to a trans-
mitted beam is obtained from the extended Huygens-Fresnel principle
[21]
Ef E
E 0(r) A1 d' E( )ho(r-4)expfX2l(r,r)+it2l1(rr).i
r c A2, (5.5)
where Ei (r)
are difficult
by means of a
the aperture
diam A l s
to employ the
which yields
is specified by Equation 5A1 The effects of turbulence
to discern from this expression, but they may be analyzed
familiar pair of approximations. First, we restrict
A as follows
(5.6a)
unilateral coherence approximation (aS., Section 2.4)
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E0(r) = expIx21(r,0)+j 2l(r,O)]Eof(r)j
r e A2 (5.6b)
where EOf(r) is the corresponding received envelope in a free space
environment. Since E(r) is merely a corrupted version of Eof(r),
its (long exposure) properties are similar. For example, the re-
striction of the size of the transmitter aperture limits the minimum
spot size achieved by the mean irradiance, <IE0(r)I 2
ST [(XL) 21-(pSW/2)2 (5.7)
This limitation on the minimum spot size may also be interpreted (via
the relationship given in (5.4)) as a limitation on the number of members
in the scanning set in a turbulent environment.
To permit smaller spot sizes to be achieved, we utilize a slight
generalization of the preceding approximation (previously examined in
Appendix 2A)
21 2 2 j (~r(r +j2(rO) -j[A- (r-r)ir~k/LI.
A
reAl. rcA2! (5.8)
which permits a slight increase in the size of aperture A
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diam A1 < 1.9 p5 14. (5.9a)
From the resultant form of the received envelope
E 0 (r) = exp[x2 1(r5O)+ji 21 '(rO)]Eof(r-A)S
r E A2, (5.9b)
we observe that the received beam is a corrupted version of the free
space reception, E 0 (r), which also executes a random walk (beam
wander) over the aperture A2 Once again the restriction on the size
of the transmitter aperture (Equation 5.9a) limits the minimum spot
size of the mean received irradiance
S >(XL)2/w(l.9 o /2)21. (5.10)
Although the decreased spot size (relative to ST) appears to imply
that the turbulent scanning set has been enlarged, the "physical
orthogonality" of its members is assured only if we increase this
minimum spot size (by an amount sufficient to ensure that beam wander
effects do not significantly alter the orthogonal relationships. The
necessary computation (performed in Appendix 5A) indicates that the
effective minimum spot size, i.e., S' suitably incremented, remains
unchanged at ST. This result has previously been established by
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Yura [57] via an examination of the average received irradiance with
no initial limitation on the transmitter aperture. Thus, for a fixed
receiving aperture (or a fixed target size) we are interpreting the
effects of the turbulent environment in terms of a limitation on the
number of members in the scanning set. Although this crude interpreta-
tion is adequate for our purposes, it must be carefully evaluated for
use elsewhere.
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5.2 ma1inq_ Lcnniq es
In this section we describe some techniques which provide
(radiance) images for selected surfaces under suitably restricted con-
ditions. Although a variety of such methods can be employed in a free
space environment, the presence of turbulence severely degrades the im-
ages supplied by some of these approaches. Those techniques which re-
tain their utility in the turbulent environment exploit the special
characteristics of the relevant class of surfaces to circumvent the
turbulent degradations.
2
The decision to utilize radiance images (Ib(r')l or Ib(r')I|
rather than coherent images (b(r')) also exploits characteristics of
the class of surfaces (targets) to which the radar model developed in
Chapter 2 is applicable. From Section 2.2 we recall that the rough
surface is described by the multiplicative operator
b(r') = a'(r') exp[-2jkz'(r')] IP(r'),
r's P, (5.12)
where we have explicitly included the tndicator function for the effective
surface aperture defined by the following
ij r' c P
I (r') =.(5.13)
= r' P
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In view of prior assumptions concerning the nature of the surface
roughness, the function b(r') exhibits rapid variations due prin-
cipally to the phase term which involves the surface height [13,17,18].
We observe that the surface radiance image
Ib(r')I = a'(r')IP(r'), r' e P, (5.14)
does not involve this rapidly varying term but depends only on
a'(r') which varies smoothly and slowly [13,17]. Because the resolu-
tion of rapid surface variations is seriously impaired by both dif-
fractive and turbulent effects (ci., Appendix 3D) and since an absolute
phase reference cannot be established for a turbulent path (c ., [29]
and Section 3.2.1), we are content here to treat the radiance image as
an adequate characterization of the surface (target).
In the ensuing subsections we examine three distinct techniques
which provide radiance images (henceforth designated as images, for
convenience) of suitably chosen classes of surfaces (targets). The first
technique, surface decomposition, is based on the observation that
standard passive imaging methods such as those discussed in Appendix 3D
can be utilized whenever the effective source, i.e., the illuminated region
of the surface, lies within an isoplanatic patch. If we therefore sequen-
tially illuminate the target with a scanning set of appropriate spot
size, the resulting images may be recombined to form a surface image.
This technique is obviously dependent on our ability to focus a trans-
mitted beam (c4., Section 5.1), i.e.., to ensure that the illuminated
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region is sufficiently small and also encounters the familiar turbulent
degradations experienced by passive imaging methods (c4., Appendix 30)
so that its use is limited to an appropriately (spatial-frequency) band-
limited class of surfaces.
The second technique, surface sampling, is based on the previous
observation that jb(r')j varies slowly and smoothly. Accordingly,
this function may be regarded as (spatial-frequency) bandlimited so
that it admits a sampling representation. In this case we sequentially
illuminate the target with a collection of focused beams of minimal
spot size centered at the respective sampling points. The received
envelopes are then processed according to the methods developed in
Chapters 3 and 4 to obtain a collection of high quality sample estimates
which may be used to construct an image. The applicability of this
technique is again dependent on our ability to focus a transmitted
beam, ie., to ensure that the sampling pulse (beam) is suitably nar-
row.
The third technique, surface approximation, is also based on the
observation that ib(r')I exhibits smooth variations. Here we model
this function as spatially uniform, i.e., Ib(r')I equals either zero
or a fixed value. In this case, we sequentially illuminate the target
with the scanning set of minimal spot size (c ., Section 5.1). For
each received envelope, we then utilize the methods of Chapters 3 and
4 to decide whether the transmitted beam has been reflected by the tar-
get. This collection of decisions may then be combined to generate an
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image of the surface. The quality of this image is also affected by
our ability to focus a transmitted beam since beams that are partially
reflected from the target lead to ambiguous decisions.
These techniques are examined in a quantitative manner in the
following subsections. In all cases, if more optimistic predictions
concerning beam focusing in a turbulent environment prove to be jus-
tified (c4., Section 5.1), the technique of interest can be applied to
a less restricted class of surfaces thus enhancing its utility.
5.2.1 Surface Decomposition
The formulation corresponding to a surface which contains many
coherence areas is sufficiently complicated that the usual imaging
techniques (c6., Appendix 3D) are no longer appropriate. Consequently,
to utilize these methods, we employ a transmission scheme which sequen-
tially illuminates sections of the surface that permit the strict isoplan-
atic and the unilateral coherence approximations, i.e, that are con-
tained within a turbulent coherence area. An obvious selection for the
sequence of transmitted envelopes is the scanning set {Eil,Z,o(r)} of
"physically orthogonal" beams described in Section 5.1. Here the sub-
scripts il indicate an input to the first (transmission) channel, the
subscript k indicates the kth member of the scanning set and the
subscript 0 indicates that the form is identical to its free space
counterpart (c4., Section 3.1.1). Provided it produces a suitable spot
size on the surface (an issue that we temporarily avoid), the Lk such
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envelope causes the following received envelope at aperture A2  (c4.,
Equation 5.5b)
E02,z(r) = E0 2,Z,o(r)exp[xZ (r)+jiZ(r)] + nP,(r),
r E A 2. (5.15a)
Here n (r) is the usual background noise restricted to the Lth
reception interval (qj., Section 3,1.1); E0 2 ,io(r) is the received
envelope for the corresponding free space system (in view of the
limits on A1  and the spot size)
E02,1,0(r)= dr' EQ1,5(r')b(r')h 0(r,r')9
e 12,... foil
r e A2, (5.15b)
and x (r)+ji(r) is defined by
x (r)+jc(r) = xp1(r,',O)+j (r,,O)+x2p(,r ')+ick2P(rrZ19
kre1,2,...,Dfoi'
r E:A2, (5.15c)
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wherein we have again utilized the limitations on the transmitting
aperture and the scanning spot size.
We then process each of these received envelopes with a thin
lens that has focal length L2 (which is the pathlength in the re-
ception channel) and transmission function w(r) to obtain the fol
lowing set of image spectra (Z.e., image Fourier transforms)
QZ(f) = f dr {w(r)w*(r-xL2f)}
A2
{E 02,Z,0(r)exprxz(r)+j.,(r)]+n(r)}
(E02 *ior-XL f)exp[x,(r- L f)-icK(r-xLf)
+ nz*(r- L2 Ef)1 is ,2,.,,D (5.16)
where f is the transformation variable which may be interpreted as
a spatial frequency. For a lens of sufficient quality, the uncorrupted
image spectra
I.,0 
- A f dr w(r)w(r-xL 2f)E02zo,(r)EO2,o ,0(r-xL2f)},
ze 1 , 2 ,. l,D'f ,(5.17)
are adequate representations [14,15] for the respective transmitted
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radiances to which they correspond, i.e., {E01 ,P,5(r')b(r')i2}. For
each of these received envelopes, we combine many short exposures
images (to form a long exposure image) in order to counteract the
noise terms, i.e., we form the following set of image spectra
Tjf) < >=1,',(f)exp[-(l/2)D2(XL2f)J +No f dr jw(r)j2,
A2
z e 1,2 ,...,Df01 , (5.18)
where D2(j) is the wave structure function for the reception channel
(c4., Section 2.1.2) and where M0 is the height of the power spectral
density of the background noise (c4., Section 2.3.1). We then superim-
pose these long exposures and subtract the (constant) noise-dependent
term to obtain an image which has the following spectrum
f01
I(f) = { IzO(f)}exp[-(l/2)D2(xL2f)J
z=l
A 1 (f) exp[-(1/2) D2(xL2f)], (5.19)
which is a spatial-frequency-limited version of the free space image
spectrum, 1,(f). This technique is therefore suitable for treating trans-
mitted envelopes with images which are bandlimited to a spatial frequency
bandwidth B' that satisfies the following requirement
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B'/2 < FpS,2/L21, (5.20)
where PST,2 is the spherical wave coherence distance for the recep-
tion channel,
To obtain an image of the surface itself, we must eliminate the
effects of the scanning beams from this (long exposure)image which, as
previously mentioned, depends on both the surface and the beams inci-
dent on it. In other words, we have formed a bandlimited version of
the image given by the following expression
Df0l Dfq1  2
Im0(r') = ImL,o(r') IF,,o(r')b(r')
z E1,2, ... lDfol:,
r' c P,3(5.21)
from which we wish to recover the surface image, Ib(r')l 2. If this
surface image is bandlimited to a spatial frequency band (with band-
width B) then the following restriction
maxB/2,psw/2/ xL 1i< EPSW, 2/XL2al (5.22)
where Psw'i is the spherical wave coherence distance for the trans-
mission channel ensures that the surface image can be obtained, i.e.,
that the recovered image includes the relevant spatial frequency con-
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tent of both the scanning beam and the surface image.
The class of surfaces which satisfy the requirement (5.22) is
typically quite limited in comparison to the class for which the un-
corrupted (diffraction-limited) image spectrum, 10(f), adequately
represents the spectrum of the transmitted radiance. For this rea-
son, much effort [36] has been devoted to searching for alternative
processing techniques that provide images for a broader class of sur-
faces. For example, provided that the background noise is negligible,
Hufnagel [36] has calculated the number of short exposure images (of
an isoplanatic target) that must be taken in order to ensure (within
an acceptable tolerance, e.g., 1%) that a diffraction-limited one is
obtained. Once a suitable collection (one for each isoplanatic region
contained in the target) of such images is available, we superimpose
them to form a diffraction-limited image from which the effects of the
scanning beams must be removed, Of course, this technique tacitly
assumes that we recognize (by some means) a diffraction-limited short
exposure when it occurs.
For the context of negligible background noise, the novel process-
ing technique (i-diversity processing) described in Appendix 3D is ap-
propriate. Using M-diversity processing with a well corrected lens,
we obtain the following collection of long exposure image spectra (de-
fined to be the average of the Fourier transform of the intensity in
the focal plane of the lens)
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T f)= IZQQO (f) exp[-(1/2M) D2(XL2f)],
Z = 1l 2 ...Df01  (5.23)
In this context, we select M to eliminate the (spatial-frequency)
bandlimiting effects of the turbulence thereby ensuring the formation
of diffraction-limited images, i.e., the zth image thus obtained is
given by the following
1%(r') = Im,(r') A JE 0  (r)b(r)12
P. (5.24)
We then spatially limit the th such image to a region P deter-
mined by but not equal to the spot size of the zth transmitted beam
[59]. The effects of this transmission are easily removed so that the
zth image is now a replica of the appropriate section of the surface
Im (r') = lb(r')j, z e ... ,Dfo1
r' E P9 . (5.25)
These images may be linearly combined to reconstruct the image of the
entire surface. In a noiseless context, we therefore conclude that we
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can form an image of any surface (that fits in the model given in
Chapter 2) to which the surface decomposition technique can be ap-
plied.
A final relevant question thus concerns the applicability of the
surface decomposition technique. From Section 5.1, we recall that the
transmitting aperture is restricted to a coherence region (ci., Equation
5.6a) so that the scanning spot size satisfies the following
ST > (XL) 2/2(pSwl/2)2 . (5.26)
To utilize the model (Equation 5.15) employed in this section, we
further require that this scanning spot size is contained within a
turbulent coherence region, i.e.,
2
S TTr pSWO/ 2) , (5. 27a)
where the coherence distance, pSW, for the composite process (c.,
Chapter 4) may be approximated as follows [31
2 SW,12IPSW,2 2 PSW,12+PSW,2]. (5.27b)
Accordingly, the surface decomposition technique may be utilized for
those pathlengths, L and L which satisfy the requirement (recall
2'
that .-pS~ depends on L1, i = 1,2, as indicated in (2.12))
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[(XLl)2/27r(ps i/2) 2 < Cr14) Psw1i 2 PSW, 2FPSw,1 2+PsW,221 - 5.2
In the case where the radar is monostatic (i.e., L and L2are
equal), routine manipulation of Equation 5.28 yields
1 [PSwui 2/4XL1 ]2. (5.29)
This requirement is similar to the one (Equation 2.13) which justifies
the random variable approximation. Consequently, those pathlengths
for which the surface decomposition technique is appropriate are com-
parable to the results presented in Table 2.1. We have previously dis-
regarded such pathlengths because of their restricted sizes (c. .,
Appendix 2C) so that this decomposition technique is not interesting
within our formulation.
5.2 2 Surface Sampling
When the function that characterizes the surface, b(r'), is
spatial-frequency bandlimited (as it can always be regarded since
evanescent waves do not propagate in this channel [8,143), it admits
a sampling representation [603,
b(r') = b(r )inter
r' e 53p(5.30)
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where {rm'I are the sampling points and tinter'(-) is the usual
[60] interpolation function. Because of the rapid variations exhibited
by b(r'), the set of requisite samples are closely-spaced. A radiance
image of the surface, however, involves only Fb(r')I which displays
much smoother variations so that the necessary samples possess much
larger spatial separations, i.e., the sampling distances are equal to
-l 2(2B) where B is the bandwidth of lb(r')L. In this case, the
M
sampling representation becomes
=b(r') 7 lb(r ')I2 (r-r 1,P.l inter Z
r P s(5.31a)
which, in view of Equation (5.12), may be rewritten as follows
Jb(r)J2 = a'(r )2 r-r
z interrr
r sEP. (5.31b)
Again, {r>' are the sampling points and *inter('- is the appropriate
interpolation function [60]. Although this representation requires an
infinite collection of samples (as indicated in the preceding equations),
a representation that utilizes a (suitably large) finite number of
samples, NA S
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Ib(r')12  '(r ') tr
z1inter.r'rZ
r E P' (5.32)
often supplies an accurate approximation [30].
We restrict consideration to the class of bandlimited surfaces
for which the sampling distance exceeds the minimum attainable spot
size diameter
B3) 'V [2/2 AL1/p 1 (5.33)
If we now sequentially transmit a set of beams that are focused on
the individual sample points, {r 'I, then the received envelope due to
the kth such transmission (in view of the limitation on the size of
the transmitting aperture) becomes the following
E , f dr'{a'(r')exp[-2jkz'(r')]E 1  (r')ho(rr')
expx (r',O)+.j (r',0)+x2 r,r')+12?P (rr')}+ n(,PlP1 2P 2
r , A2
z E 13)2,...,Ns m . (5.34)
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This envelope thus contains information about the th sample value,
c.e.,
E02 (r) = a'(r') f dr'{exP[-2jkz'(r')]Eoi o(r')h0(rr)
exp[xp (r',O)+jOPl(r ,0)+x2P 2P(r + n(r).
r e A2
e ,a,...,N(5.35)
where the approximation utilizes the restriction given in (5.33). Ac-
cordingly, this envelope may be processed to obtain an estimate for the
zth sample. When the sampling distance and the spot size radius are
comparable, it becomes necessary to account for the finite sample pulse
width (e.g., see Monroe [61]). Since the mathematics associated with
finite sampling pulses is complicated, we do not pursue this issue.
To determine a (suboptimal) estimator for the kth sample, we
split the receiving aperture into coherence areas [A2  } in order to
utilize the techniques developed in Chapter 4. We denote the modal de-
composition corresponding to the free space channel from the kth
illuminated surface area, P., to the pth coherence area as
ip k'm ,00pk'M ' r, n ' ' I .} and let DfOpt represent the number
of modes which efficiently transfer their energy. These modes are
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are correlated with the received envelope
P9,,m A20Pt2,p
dr E (r)po (r),O2,2 OpL,m,O
m ,fpy,
to provide the parameters {y I which are used in the estimator.
An obvious modification of the results in Chapter 4 (c6., Equations
4.19 and 4.24 which apply to a'(r ,')2) provides the following esti-
2
mator for at'(r,')'
A N2 DfOp-Z
C'(r ')~ = Fl/N ]I I
p=l m=l
pm 2N0 1(1 c0pZEj12< p m ) ,-2
x F 1 ,2 , . .5,Nsample.a (5.37)
Here lE 2
parameters
is the transmitted energy and we define the following
S= l,2,... ,Nsampl e,
N2
N o D foP
a~p -= -exprjkL2/jXL2(PA2p1/2
p E 1,2,...,N2'
9, 2 (5)sample
(5.36)
(5.338a)
(5.3 8b)
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*
= ri/Pj f dr' Eol,zo(r')exp[-2jkz'(r')]Oi. m (r')
exprxpl(r',O)+jepl (r',0)+x2P(rp r )+j 2P(rp rIl s
p 2
e 1,2,...,Nsample
m E 1 , 2 ... ,'DfOp (5.38c)
where rp denotes a fixed point in the pth coherence area, A2,p.
The collection {a may be interpreted as free space propagation
parameters while the parameters {y,2,} depend on both the channel
turbulence and the surface height variations (ci., the analogs of
parameters defined and discussed in Chapter 4).
The performance of this unbiased estimator may be calculated
directly or adapted from previous results, i.e., the associated nor-
malized mean-square error is the following
A N2 Df~pzl4 g 12>2
[Var(a'(r ')2)/cY'(rI)] = l/N1 ] Y 2<K2
o=l n=l
- 1 + [2N 2/'(r')2a2 2>+
[N/a'(r')4ap Eil4<1 12>2i};
9 = 1,2,...,Nsample. (5.39)
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This expression can be simplified whenever the random variables
{Sp%,} can be described by either of the two models (lognormal or
Rayleight amplitude and uniform phase) discussed in Chapter 4. Even
when the value of this error term is excessive, however, since we
realize that temporal diversity may be utilized to achieve satis-
factory performance (sufficiently small mean-square error) for the
estimator, (5.37).
These sample estimates are then combined according to the
sampling representation
A N A
b(r')K 2 2(r )inter(r'-rz)
r e P, (5.40)
to form an image of the target which is unbiased, i.e.,
A21
b(r')!2> = b(r')12, r' P, (5.41)
where Ib(r')I2 is given by (5.32). As previously observed, tem-
poral diversity can be employed to ensure that the error associated
Ab 2
with b(r') is tolerably small. We therefore conclude that the
surface sampling technique provides (radiance) images for the class
of surfaces which satisfy the bandlimiting requirement of Equation 5.33.
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5.2.3 Surface Aproximation
In this section we restrict consideration to those surfaces
which possess nearly uniform reflectivity functions
' (r') = a ', e' P (5.42)
The (radiance) image of such a target
2 2 2lb(r) la'(r')! = (as ' (5.43)r'E P,
is accordingly determined by its effective surface aperture, P. When
this target is known to be contained within a region P', then we may
obtain an approximate image by splitting this region into subregions
P' M which are included (or excluded) entirely in (from) the approxi-
mation
N
reg
fb(r') )2 =c(gJ HM IP
m=l m
r's P , (5.44a)
where H indicates whether the region Pm' is included) tC.,
mm
m = 1,2,...,N ,
req
Hm 
=
pm
PM
m
(5.44b)
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and where I is the indicator function for P
M
1 r' EP '
m r'e Pm' rMre10rr=M 
r' reP'g (5.44c)
The quality of this approximation is dependent on the number of sub-
recions, N , as well as their shapes.
We now sequentially transmit a set of beams that are focused on the
members of the set of subregions {P '}. Each of these subregions must
therefore exceed the minimum scanning spot size determined in Section
5.1 (c ., Equation 5.7). In view of the turbulent limitation on the
size of the transmitting aperture, the received envelope due to the
mth such transmission is given by
E2(r) = dr'{exp[-2jkz'(r')]Ef 1 Q(r )h(rr)
exprxp1 (r' ,0)+jqpl (r' ,0)3
exp1X2P(rr')+iq2P(rr')]} +
r cEA2, m = 1,2,...,Nreg, (5.45a)
when the surface is illuminated and
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E02,m(r) = nm(r), r FA2
Ml,2,...,N , (5.45b)
when it is not illuminated. In these expressions, nm(r) is the
usual additive noise (c6., Sections 2.3.1 and 3.1.1) for the rmth re-
ception interval. The preceding pair of equations constitute a
standard binary hypothesis formulation [28]. Accordingly, the tech-
niques of decision theory may be employed here. From the discussion
in the preceding section, we know that accurate decisions can be achieved
for each of the N formulations by appropriately processing the re-
ceived envelopes to utilize the available diversity. Again, it may be
necessary to employ temporal diversity to attain the desired level of
performance.
To obtain an image of the target, we interpolate this set of de-
cisions according to the representation given in (5.44a), i.e., if H
represents the mr th decision, then we construct the following image
A Nreo A
Ib(r')12 = (ao) 2  Hm IP (K),
m=l m
r'E P'. (5.46)
A
In view of the accuracy of the individual decisions {m}, the preceding
image provides an accurate reconstruction of the surface image given in
expression (5,44a). The latter image, however, misrepresents those sur-
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face areas which only partially intercept the illuminating beam. These
areas are either included or excluded in toto from this image so that
it does not converge to the surface image per se (i.e., (5.43)). Nlone-
theless, this image can still be useful in determinino certain gross
surface characteristics such as shape or size. For example, we expect
to notice any surface appendage which possesses a minimum dimension
that exceeds the turbulent spot size.
5.2.4. Summary
A comparison of the imaging techniques just described is an ap-
propriate summary for this chapter. Because the surface decomposi-
tion technique and the surface sampling technique apply to related
classes of targets (i.e., both classes satisfy (spatial-frequency)
bandlimiting assumptions which are given in Equations 5.22 and 5.33,
respectively), the comparison is confined to these techniques.
Both techniques supply accurate images within their range of
applicability as indicated in Equations 5.21 and 5.41, respectively.
In this sense, the surface decomposition technique is slightly superior
because it applies to a broader class of targets. To obtain these images,
both methods have effectively counteracted the additive background noise.
On this point, the techniques are indistinguishable since both perform
we11.
Quantum effects, on the other hand, provide an interesting contrast
since the processing involved in the surface decomposition technique
includes them only with difficulty. As previously discussed in
Chapter 3, the processing utilized in the surface sampling technique
can be adapted to account for quantum effects and the resulting es-
timators effectively counteract them. In this sense, the surface
sampling technique is more adaptable.
The most important comparison concerns the applicability of
these techniques. The surface decomposition technique can be util-
ized only for a restricted collection of pathlengths (cF., Equation
5.29). Because the surface sampling technique encounters no limita-
tion of this nature, it may be employed within formulations of
interest.
Re-examination of Sections 5.2,1 and 5.2.2 reveals that the sur-
face decomposition technique does not properly utilize the available
receiver and temporal diversity whereas the surface sampling technique
does. The superior performance of the latter technique arises be-
cause it does not restrict the scanning spot to a turbulent coherence
area and since it permits diversity processing at the receiver.
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CHAPTER 6
We now examine some practical applications of the Taser radar
system which has been analyzed in the preceding chapters. In Section
6.1, we discuss insect detection and identification which is related
to the material in Chapter 3. In Section 6.2, we consider ocean
roughness measurement which utilized the results developed in Chapter
4. While both of these applications have been considered previously
for microwave radars, they represent novel utilizations of an optical
radar. Furthermore, the limitations imposed by turbulence on these ap-
plications have not been previously presented.
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6.1 Insect Detection and Identification
Although radar systems have been employed almost from their in-
ception for ornithological purposes [62,63], it is only recently that
their use as an entomological tool has been seriously considered.
Prior to the development of high-powered microwave radars in the mid-60's,
the small cross sections possessed by most insects made reliable de-
tection impossible even for modest ranges [64]. Even at this juncture,
the realization that such applications existed was accidental as it
resulted from examinations of radar "angels," i.e., radar echoes received
from a supposedly clear atmosphere. With the determination that many of
these echoes could be attributed to insects [65], research concerned with
the entomological uses of microwave radars was begun. In view of the
difficulties associated with an exact theoretical analysis of this topic,
the preponderance of the available research has been directed toward
the measurement of those parameters required to utilize standard statis-
tical radar models (e.g., see [33]).
Provided we neglect the usual radar information concerning target
range and radial velocity which is irrelevant to this application, the
radar cross section represents a complete description of an insect
(target) for transmissions of short temporal duration. In this situation,
the cross section is the sole identification of an observed insect so
that most of the ongoing experimental research concerns the measurement
both in the laboratory [66] and in the field under controlled conditions
[67,68] of radar cross sections for insects typically present in the
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lower atmosphere. For lengthier transmissions, a temporal record of
the radar cross section constitutes the entire available information
about the insect. From such a record, items of entomological interest
such as the flight pattern [671 (i.e., flying or coasting-conditions
which, because of wing movement, correspond to different cross sections)
may be obtained.
A survey of insect dimensions [69] establishes that the vast ma-
jority of them are contained within a single turbulent coherence area
for any atmospheric pathlength to which the Rytov approximation can be
applied (c6., Section 2.1.2). Consequently, the statistical model de-
veloped in Section 3.1 is appropriate for entomological applications of
a laser radar system. Provided both apertures (receiving and transmitting)
are likewise contained within turbulent coherence areas, this formula-
tion may be expressed as follows
yo+= expFxl+j exp[x2+1t2]aoEilbo + n0, (6,1)
where.yo is a sufficient statistic derived from the received envelope
(cS., Equation 3.5) and n0  is the analogous statistic obtained from
the noise envelope (which can be adapted to include quantum effects).
Also a 0  is a free space propagation parameter defined by the following
a 0= -exp[jk(L+L 2)IP(A1 A2)1/2>2L 1L 2 . (6.2)
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JE p|2is the transmitted energy, b0  is the radar cross section,
xl+jfi is the turbulent random variable corresponding to the transmission
channel and x2+j 2  is the turbulent random variable associated with the
reception channel. The unbiased estimator for the (magnitude squared of
the) cross section
lb0 12 1 2-N1 rv 2 (6.3)
has normalized mean-square error
A 4 2
Var(jb0 2)/b 0 = (exp[4a2 LI) +
0
2N0/lb 0 E 1 1 2 + N0 2/ lab0Eil (6.4)
As in Chapter 3, available diversity (receiver, transmitter or temporal)
may be employed to reduce the size of this error.
To illustrate the utilization of these results, we consider the
measurement (estimation) of the radar cross section of a worker honeybee
with a physical cross section of approximately 2cm2 [693. Here the
signal-to-noise ratio
SNR h=oboEiI |2/N0 = [EI |2/NO]
P2 |b012A1A2/(xL1)2 (xL2)2, (6.5)
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determines whether noise or turbulence is limiting the performance
of the estimator previously selected. In order to numerically evalu-
ate the signal-to-noise ratio, we require an approximate value for
the cross section of this insect. To our knowledge, such data is not
available in the literature so that we must judiciously extrapolate
from the data that is available [66,67,68] to obtain representative values
for the necessary radar cross sections. Following the suggestion of
Hardy and Katz [641, we approximate the cross section of an insect with
the cross section of a water drop that has similar dimensions. This
technique indicates that lb1 is approximately 10 1 (and dimension-
less as we recall from its definition in Chapter 3). If we further
assume (for convenience) that the pathlengths and the apertures are iden-
tical, the SNR becomes
SNR = (10- 2) [(1Ei211)/(NO) r(A1P)/(xL1 )1 2. (6.6)
For a laser system operating at a wavelength of l.06u, the factor
(1Ei 1I2)/N0  typically exceeds 106 [71,31 so that the SNR becomes
SNR = 4 - 1020 [(P 2 )/(L1 4 )]. (6.7)
With a worst case turbulence model [71], the turbulent coherence area
at a range of one kilometer has a radius of one centimeter so that
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SNR = 36. (6.8)
This result implies that turbulence rather than noise is limiting
the performance of the estimator given in (6.3) under those circum-
stances for which the model developed in Chapter 3 is applicable. By
simply utilizing the available temporal diversity we can ensure that
the estimator error is sufficiently small, e.g., by the employment of
seven temporal measurements (of duration equal to the temporal coherence
interval), we can achieve an error on the order of the size of the
coherent cross section itself (eS., (6.4)). We therefore conclude that
the in situ measurement of a honeybee's cross section is feasible with
existing systems over (Pytov-regime) pathlengths in those environments
that we are likely to encounter.
Furthermore, under uncontrolled conditions, clutter from other
insects as well as the land or sea background F67J may seriously degrade
the system performance. The possibility of clutter points out the
principal advantage of a laser system, namely, much smaller resolution
cell size (proportional to X2) in the target plane. This advantage is
limited but not eliminated by the turbulent restrictions on the trans-
mitting aperture discussed in Chapter 5. For example, the aperture of 1
centimenter radius used to transmit at a wavelength of 1.06u achieves the
same resolution cell size (at a fixed pathlength) as an aperture of 100m
radius transmitting at a wavelength of 1.06cm.
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We draw two conclusions based on the discussion and the example
which have been given in this section. While the approiate utiliza-
tion of available diversity for a specific insect will depend on its
SP, the measurement of radar cross sections for many common insects is
within the capability of state-of-the-art devices (laser systems).
Furthermore, the improved resolution cell size of such a system signifi
cantly enhances the possibility of in situ measurements as well as
tracking applications.
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6.2 Ocean Roumhness Measurement
There has lonn been considerable interest [72,73] in the measure-
ment of ocean-surface parameters (such as wave height or wind speed)
for subsequent utilization in applications like routing of marine
vessels or weather prediction. The physical isolation of a significant
portion of the earth's oceans has prompted the recent development of
techniques designed for remote sensing [72,74] of the necessary infor-
mation about the ocean surface, Many of these techniques have employed
microwave devices (radars, scatterometers, radiometers, etc.) to gather
their data so that accurate models of the sea at radio frequencies have
been developed [75]. These techniques are primarily useful for measuring
ocean-surface temperature which may also be obtained by means of a
variety of techniques involving passive infrared spectrometers [76]. Thus
far, utilization of laser radars has been restricted to wave profiling
[73] with simple altimeters. Here we shall consider the possibility,
first suggested by Beckmann [77,78], that active laser radars can pro-
vide information concerning ocean-surface roughness.
Typically, the radar system will be located in an aircraft or a
satellite so that the system apertures will possess modest dimensions.
Consequently, if we again neglect the usual radar information (which is
irrelevant), the radar cross section completely describes the target
(ocean) for transmissions of short temporal duration. Experiments de-.
signed to measure this cross section are being conducted in several
laboratories [79,80], For lengthier transmissions, a temporal record
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of the behavior of the radar cross section constitutes the available
information from which items of oceanographic interest may be determined.
An examination of existing systems [711 establishes that each of
the system apertures (receiving and transmitting) is contained within a
turbulent coherence area for those atmospheric paths to which the Rytov
approximation can be applied. Therefore, the statistical model developed
in Section 4.1 is suitable for this application, namely
Yo=a0E 1 o + n0 , (6.9)
where y is a sufficient statistic derived from the received envelope
(c6., Equation 4.5) and n is the analogous statistic obtained from
0
the noise envelope (which includes quantum effects). Also 0 is a
free space propagation parameter defined in (6.2), tE 1I2 is the trans-
mitted energy and is a random variable which includes both (target)
scattering; i.e.,
rljA 1*
= [l/P] dr' b(r') 01,0(r)il,0*(r
exprx (r',O)+j p (r', +2P0r')+j 2P(or')]. (6.10)
A discussion relating to the extraction of target information (i.c,
the radar cross section) from this quantity has been given in Chapter
4. The roughness of the ocean surface [77,78] typically satisfies the
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criterion established therein so that the associated, unbiased estimator
for <11332 , namely
A 2  2_ 2 il2j
(<Is 2 >) = (1 2-1N)/(la 2[E 2(6.11)
provides an estimate of the (magnitude squared of the) target cross
2
section, b%1 . Because large pathlengths are usually involved in this
application, the illuminated region of the ocean surface will contain
enough turbulent coherence areas so that the 'Rayleigh model for 1 is
0
appropriate (c4., Section 4.1). Accordingly, the estimator (6.11) has
normalized mean square error
Var(jb0 2)/Jb0j4] = 1 + (2N 0)/(IcoboEii X2 + EG2)I(jb bE 4
(6.12)
Once again, temporal diversity may be utilized to reduce the error by
the usual diversity factor.
As an example, we consider the measurement (estimation) of the
radar cross section of the ocean surface for a calm sea (i.e., a class
1 sea state). The signal-to-noise ratio previously defined in (6.5) again
determines the quality of this measurement. For convenience, we assume
that the apertures and pathlengths are similar so that the SNR becomes
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R= (E~ 2%/N0  2A2 2 b 2)/. 1bp 01)/L)t (6.13)
Provided we transmit a Gaussian-shaped beam focused on the ocean sur-
face (cS., Chapter 5), the illuminated region will have a spot size
2/A (6.14)
so that the SNR becomes the following
SR= [(!E 12)%/NQ lb 0 2.2 (6.15)
If we again operate the laser system at 1.06u, then
6
ceeds 10 so that the SNR can be bounded as follows
2 -1
E.J N0 e
SNR > 106 b! 2 (
In order to complete this evaluation, we must determine a typical
2
value for 1b01 in sea state 1. Recalling the definition of the
correlation scale of the ocean surface (Equation 4.16), we may re-
2
write %b!l as follows
lbI2 = [Acor/P] = [AAcorA/(xL)
2]
6.16)
6.17)
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to utilize Barrick's [88] estimate of Acor (= 10 corresponding
to sea state 1. The resultant SNR
SNR > 102 2A/(L1)21 (6.18)
indicates estimator performance as a function of aperture size and
pathlength. For example, an aperture of radius one centimeter operating
over a 10 kilometer path achieves a signal-to-noise ratio
4SNR > 3 10. (6.19)
The preceding SNR indicates that, even without temporal diversity, the
estimator error will be of the same order as the (normalized) coherent
cross section itself (c4., (6.12)). 14e thus conclude that in situ
measurement of ocean surface roughness is feasible with existing systems
in those contexts to which our model can be applied.
There exist related applications concerned with the measurement of
the roughness of natural terrain [74] or sea ice [81]. The feasibility
of these applications can be determined by the technique utilized in
this section to discuss the measurement of ocean surface roughness.
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CHAPTER 7
Here we summarize those results which we have obtained
for the radar model of Section 2.3.1 and the related simpli-
fications described in Section 2.3.2 (c6., Table 2.2).
These results can be separated into four categories associ-
ated with Sections 3.1, 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2, respectively.
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7.1 Summary
First, we have thoroughly analyzed the performance of
the laser radar system for an isoplanatic target which is
completely characterized by its coherent cross section. Our
analysis indicates that we always utilize the available re-
ceiver diversity but that we selectively employ the available
transmitter diversity (according to the rule given in Equa-
tion 3.48) in order to provide a high quality measurement
of the target parameter. When the transmitter diversity is
utilized, we obtain satisfactory measurements (.e., those
possessing suitably small mean-square errors) in significantly
shortened measurement intervals (i.e., less temporal diversity
is necessary).
Second, we have similarly analyzed the performance of
this system for those (isoplanatic) targets which are com-
pletely characterized by their coherent images. In this
case, the quality of the resultant image is poor despite
the utilization of transmitter diversity, For this class
of targets, we have also developed a method for obtaining
diffraction-limited radiance images in the related noise-
less context but have been unable to ascertain the merits
of this technique in the (noisy) context of interest.
Third, we have thoroughly described the performance of
this system for non-isoplanatic targets which are completely
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characterized by their cross sections. Since the target
parameter may be masked by turbulent effects in this con-
text, we have determined a criterion (involving the coherence
radius of the turbulence and the correlation distance of
the target) which indicates when the system can recover
this parameter. Furthermore we have developed an estimator
which provides a satisfactory measurement of the target
cross section provided it can be recovered from the received
signal.
Fourth, by generalizing the results obtained in the
three preceding contexts, we have devised some suboptimal
imaging techniques which are applicable in the general
formulation. By scanning certain classes of targets, we
effectively employ the available transmitter diversity to
form radiance images that cannot be obtained by other avail-
able imaging methods. By analyzing the performance of the
radar system when such techniques are utilized, we have de-
termined that the resulting images provide adequate descrip-
tions of the relevant targets.
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APPENDIX 2A
As an example of a higher order approximation related to the random
variable approximation, we develop a physical interpretation of the
linear phase approximation for the spherical wave perturbation term
x21(r,r)+j@2l(r,r) = XO+jOOO+j( l0-r)+j(O01 r
4
r c A2, r E A1. (2.Al)
Employment of this approximation restricts the dimensions of both
apertures thus limiting the pathlength over which energy may be effec-
tively transferred between these apertures. If we recast this approxi-
mation into the form
x21(rr 2( = xo+j(%O+[k/2L]IAi2)+i(n-r)-j[A-(r-r)h ,
A
r c A2, rcA, (2.A2)
the atmospheric impulse response is given by
=
hr21s(rs) = h0(r-(2A)A{exp)x0 -r)}
A
r e A 2, r EA! (.3
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provided the paraxial approximation is used for h r-t).
The physical interpretation is straightforward: A is a random
vector representing beam wander (deviation of the transmission from the
normal line-of-sight) and is a random vector representing image1
dancing (deviation of the transmission from the nominal tilt, which
leads to a dancing effect in the focal plane of a lens). In other words,
both the output and its Fourier transform are executing two-dimensional
random walks. As long as the beam wander effect does not cause the out-
put to miss the receiver, neither effect will degrade the quality of an
image formed by a thin lens over short temporal intervals as compared
to the corresponding free space image. These effects will, however,
degrade time-averaged images. Interestingly, higher order perturbation
effects necessarily degrade image quality [12] including short exposures.
The results also provide some insight into the approximations of Section
2.1.4. The assumption of spatial invariance precludes image dancing
whereas the assumption of unilateral coherence prevents beam wander.
Since these assumptions place similar restrictions on the system of
Figure 2.1, experiments comparing beam wander and image dancing effects
may yield a measure of the validity of these approximations vis-a-vis
one another, For example, if beam wander effects were to predominate in
a given experiment, then the isoplanatic approximation would be more ap-
propriate in that context.
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APPENDIX 2B
We define the average unilateral coherence index, Auc, by
Auc = inf ) ' dPIri(0)I2/Af dr<JE0(r) E0'(r) 2>1, (2.B1)
Ei(r) A 1  A 2
where E0(r) is obtained from the channel input-output relationship,
Equation 2.4,
E0(r) fd E() h'2(r,) r A2 (2.B2)
and E0'(r) is given by the unilateral coherence approximation to
this relationship
E0 '(r) = A1 d E.() h0(r-4 ) exp[x21(r,0)+j 21(r,0)],
r eA 2.(2.B3)
The quantity Auc is an inverse measure of the normalized mean square
error that results when Equation 2.83 replaces Equation 2.B2. From (2.B1)
we observe that A equals X where X is the maximum eigenvalue
uc luc luc
of the kernel
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K(ucr ) Af dr<{h*21( )-h0 1 21(r,O)-jp21(r,0)]}
{h21(r,2)hr( r -r2)rxpeX21(r,)+j21(r 0)]}>,
r1Ir 2E:A 1.(2.B34)
Exact evaluation of xluc appears hopeless, but the upper bound
1uc f dr Kuc( ,H, (2.B5)
A1
leads to the following lower bound on Auc
-l
Auc > [A2/(AL)2] f dct (1-exp[- D(O,$)]) (2.B6)
2 A 1  2
when the apertures A1  and A2 are circular. Preliminary work with
this bound indicates that the unilateral coherence distance is approx-
imately equal to the spherical-wave phase coherence length. For example,
if we utilize the criterion
Auc > 10 (2.87)
and Yura's [83] square law approximation for the wave structure function
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4.
D(r,r) =[lrl2 + r-r + Jr 23ps*2)
re A2 r e A, (2.8)
then the bound in Equation 2136 requires that the diameter of the
transmitting aperture satisfy the following
diam A <_ 1.2 sw (2.B9)
so that 1.2 Psw is the unilateral coherence distance. Because the
development in this appendix exactly parallels its isoplanatic counter-
part, we expect that other results that may be derived for the isoplanatic
approximation can also be adapted to the unilateral coherence approximation
(.., [10]) .
Although these results are sufficient for our purposes, more accurate
descriptions of the behavior of the eigenvalue xluc are available [10].
In particular, stronger, albeit more complicated, bounds for the eigen-
value exist and a thorough description of the behavior of its mean value
has been presented.
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APPENDIX 2C
Within the context of a line-of-sight propagation path, we con-
sider the two formulations, lml and mim, which were disallowed in
Section 2.3.3. The former admits the random variable approximation
(Equation 2.22) so that the number of modes (Df> satisfies Equation 2.13
<Df> = Df = [ p2PW/4xL]2. (2.Cl)
0
Pathlengths for which this approximation is valid are obtained by re-
calling that
pp = (2.92 k2C 2L)3 (2.C2)
and requiring thatcDf >satisfy Equation 2.Cl to ensure that the ap-
propriate number of modes efficiently transfer their energy. It then
follows that the formulation lml will be valid only for pathlengths
which are shorter (by a factor of Df1/2) than those given in Table 2.1.
Since this formulation is restricted to paths which are uninteresting in
a radar context, we may disregard it as a matter of convenience.
For the latter case, we employ Shapiro's [8] observation that the
turbulent channel possesses a single mode if and only if the eigenvalues
satisfy the relationship
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<( n) 2 = < n2>. (2,C3)
n n
By evaluating this equation, we determine the equivalent condition
exp[-D(OPtr)-D(rl-r2,0)+[l/2]D(r -r2A t 2)+l/2]D(r2-rl;r-t 2)] 1
(2. C4)
where 'D(r,) is the wave structure function [11] for the turbulence.
From the preceding expression, it follows that the initial restriction
(2.C3) may be interpreted in terms of restrictions on the apertures
diam A < 1.3 PP (2.C5a)
diamA2 < 1,3 p (2.C5b)
which implies that they may not exceed the coherence area which has a
diameter of approximately 1.8 ppW. Consequently, the formulation mlm
may be disregarded without any loss of generality since it cannot occur.
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APPENDIX 3A
In this appendix, we examine the derivation of the lower bounds
of Section 3.1.1. The general inequality (3.17) is proven, applied
to the formulation of that section to obtain (3.13a) and then extended
to biased estimators. The development of the improved bound, (3.18b)
is also discussed.
The derivation follows from the observation that an unbiased
A
estimator, S(y), satisfies the ensuing equation
A
0 = f dy(s(y)-g) p (y$) (3. Al)
into which we introduce the supplementary vector A
0 f dy(a(y)-3) f dA p(y sA) p(A) (3.AP2)
and interchange the order of integration
0 = fdA p(A) f dy p(y sA) . (y)-$(3.A3)
We next differentiate with respect to the parameter S to obtain
2 = [3/9$J{ dA p(A) f dy p(yl 3A)(y)- ]}
= -1+ fdA p(A) f dyFrD/D ]p(y a)]( (y)- )
which may be rearranged as follows
1 = f dA p(A) f dy(s(y)-) p(yj3,A)
[a/;s2 n p(ylsA)]J.
(3.A4)
(3. A5)
Because p(A) is nonnegative, we may apply the Schwartz inequality
to the inner integral
1 < f dAz p(A)({f dy(I(y)-3)2p , /2
{f dy(%a/9 J in p(y a,A) 2 , 1). (3. A6)
We again employ this tnequality to obtain the expression
1< { A p(A) f ((y))2 1/2
{ dA p(A) ! dy([9/n3] zn p(yJ1,A))21p(y,A)}l/2 (3.A7)
which, when squared, leads to the inequality
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Var[r(y)] = <
«<(fl/mi znp(yj )) 2> ><1 (3.A8)
Y1A A
To arrive at (3.16), we use the relationship [28]
<<([/as] in p(yls,A)) 2>>> =
yjtAA
<[a 2 /as2 l in p(y sA >>. (3. A9)
yJ4AA
The results obtained by applying this bound to the formulation of
Section 31.1 are gathered in Table 3.Al which also contains the rela-
ted results due to Moldon [29]. These latter results were determined
via a collection of tedious computations so that, in some instances
(e.g., bounds 3 and 4 in Table 3A.1), they represent approximations to
rather than lower bounds for the CR bound. Our technique therefore
permits the necessary refinement of Moldon's original results. As an
illustration of the utilization of this technique, we here present the
computation which uses the fading parameters as the supplementary vec-
tor:
TABLE 3At
Supplementary
Variables
xx2'10 52
n 0
xl ,x2
x1,X2
Related Moldon 'sLower
BoundFbrmulation
f ree
space
noiseless.
[2/A0]
402
Bound
[2/A0
4a2
(l/[2exp(42)A 2+2exp(122)A0 3+exp(24a )A0 ]) (l/[2A02+2A2 +A1
(1/[%+ A21) (/F 02
(l/[2A "+A0 ])
Lower bounds generated by expression (3.17) for
the formulation (3.6) and related approximate
bounds obtained by Moldon [29].
0
phase
fading
) - I 3 3 3
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zn p(y0 b0,xlx2 'ql'p2) =
- tkn(INo)-F/N01lYo-a0boEi 1exp[x1+jt 1]exp[x2+j 2]f 2; (3.Alo)
[2/(9|b0 02)ZJbn p(yofb0,.)
[Y*OtboE exp[x+ .]xX2i ]/4N b14i +
[-* * * *20(l
0 0b0 Ei expfx1+jilexp[x2 2 /4Np b ]. )
<[32/(b0 zn p(y 0 b0,)>
1aoEi 2exp[2x1JexpF2x2l/2N0 1b 012]; (3.A12)
"[a 2 /( lb0H2) 21 zn p(y 0fb0,.)> >
[-fa0E1 12/2N01b0 ;2] (3.Al3)
1 jb 4](cc[ 2/(3jb0f2)2] in p(y0 fb0 '
Y01
[2Ny/a bE. 121. (3.A14)
The remaining computations are similar although those that use only
the fading amplitudes as the supplementary vector involve further ap-
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proximations. The bound (3.18a) is then reached by observing that
a becomes a and hence A becomes A for the relevant geometry
Sc 0 c
(c.4., discussion following Equation 3.15b).
While this inequality has been developed for unbiased estimators,
it can be extended to include biased ones. If udy) is a biased
estimate of S with bias B(6), i.e.,
< + B(s) (3.A15)
then Equation 3.Al is replaced by the expression
B(s) = f dy(5(y)-5) p(yjs). (3.Al6)
The subsequent steps in the derivation follow in exactly the same or-
der and they lead to this generalization
\ar(s(y)-s) > «F< fsi n np(yjs,A)) 2> ->
YjA A
1 + [9B(5)/D9] . (3.A17)
We do not require the other extensions of the inequality (3.1) so we
do not pursue such issues here.
The bound (3.18a) was subsequently tightened by the development
of replacements for two of the three component bounds. The first of
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these is derived in Chapter 4 where we establish the bound 4a2(1+22)
to replace the term 4a 2. The other follows from the observation
that the related formulation which involves only phase fading
y o exp[P1+je-2 imbOEi + no (3.A18)
also provides lower bounds to the CR bound because the amplitude fading
does not alter the average received energy and cannot improve the at-
tainable performance. This result provides the lower bound,
EVar(Ibo 2 )/b0 ] > T/[2A02+A03, (3.A19)
which completes the development of (3.18b). This discussion also in-
troduces the concept that many of the lower bounds generated by (3.17)
can be interpreted as CR bounds for simpler yet related formulations.
For example, the term 2Aj1  is the CR bound for the free space for-
mulation
0 = b0 E i+ (3.A20)
whereas 4a 2 is the CR bound for the noiseless formulation
(3. A21)y= exp[x1+jqj]exp(X2+j 2 iob9E11 .1
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APPENDIX 3B
In order to obtain information about the quality of irradiance
images corresponding to the formulation of Equation (3.70), we
utilize a concept introduced in Appendix 3A. There we observed that
the lower bounds on the CR bound could be identified as exact CR
bounds for related, albeit simplified, formulations. Furthermore,
these simplifications provide estimators which, although suboptimal,
often exhibit interesting behavior. Here we examine the free space
formulation
y(r,t) = [1/VT] a4Eid(r) + n(r,t),
r e A2, t e T2 (3.Bl)
and the noiseless formulation
y(r,t) = exp[xl+j]exp[X2(r)+ 2(r)]f//TtEi d(r),
rs6 A2, te T2 , (3.B2)
but we neglect the simplification involving both phase fading and ad-
ditive noise
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y(rt) = exp[jo 1 +j 2 r)[l//T] a 4 E 1 d(r) + n(r,t),
rsA2 , teT2 , (3.B3)
since it is intractable.
Throughout we consider the estimation of the envelope d(r)
because estimators and bounds for this quantity lead directly to es-
timators and bounds for the coherent image, b(r'), or the irra-
diance image, Ib(r')1 2, [28]. In particular, from the relationship
d(r) =f dr' h0(r,r') b(r'), r c A2, (3.84)
P
it follows that an ML estimate for d(r) provides an ML estimate for
b(r'), namely
b(r') = f dr d(r) h1 (r',r), r' e P, (3.85)
A2
where hI(r',r) is the inverse filter for hrr'), t.e.,
f dr h1(r1',r) hr,r5) = u r Ir2 '), r1 2,r' EP. (3.86)
A2
For this channel, Shapiro [433 has determined that the conjugate filter,
which corresponds to a thin lens for this formulation, supplies an
estimate
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Ai A
b(r') = f dr d(r) h0*(r,r'), r' E P, (3.B7)
A2
which does not differ significantly from the preceding ML estimate.
Similarly, the estimate for Ib(r')1 2 may be generated with a
conjugate filter rather than an inverse filter. The relationship
(3.B4) may also be used to generate CR bounds for b(r') or tb(r')1 2
from the corresponding CR bounds for d(r) although this calcula-
tion is often difficult (c4., [28]).
The free space model (3.61) is well understood so we merely ap-
propriate available results. The ML estimate for the envelope d(r)
[28]
d(r) = [1/] f dt y(rt)(a4E11 )
2
r s A2  (3.88)
is unbiased and efficient with mean-squared-interval error
Df NQja4E 1 2  since only 2 modes are reconstructed (c4., Section
3.2.1). When a collection of independent temporal observations
{ym(rt)} are available (c4, Section 3.1.1), we combine them in the
usual manner
A M A
d(r) = [1/M] M dm(r), r s A2  (3.B9)
m=1
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to achieve the usual diversity reduction (m-') in the estimator
error. Interestingly, the introduction into this model of a uniformly
distributed fading phase variable destroys the quality of the esti-
A A
mators d(r) and b(r') but does not affect the quality of the
A
estimator Ib(r')1 2 r44].
Because there exists no closed-form likelihood ratio [30] for
the formulation (3.B2), we cannot directly derive bounds or estimators
for the envelope d(r) in this context. Results obtained by applyino
ML techniques to therelated sampling representation suggest the fol-
lowing biased and inefficient estimator (using a2  from (3.15b))
A
d(r) = [1//T] f dt y(r,t)(a E. )~exp[c 21,
r e A2 . (3.B10)
Here, when a set of independent temporal observations are available,
they are combined multiplicatively
A M A /M
d(r) = [ M d(r)] r E:A2 (3.Bll)
m=l
rather than additively. For this context, we have been unable to de-
termine the CR bound for the envelope d(r).
While we have obtained only a partially complete set of results
in this appendix, they possess interesting implications. To facilitate
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comparison with the literature, the behavior of the irradiance images
provided by estimators (3.B9) and (3.B11) are examined in the context
of passive imaging over a line-of-sight propagation in Appendix 3D.
The results therein described may be straightforwardly adapted to the
formulation utilized in this discussion.
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APPENDIX 3C
We now consider the issues pertinent to the evaluation of the
likelihood ratio for the formulation (3.70)
y(r,t) = [1/T] exp[x1+if]exp[x2(r)+i2r)Jd(r)arE + n(r,t),
r e A2 , t e T2 . (3.Cl)
To limit the complexity of this discussion, we assume that the ad-
ditive noise process consists only of the background noise described
in Section 2.1.1. Inclusion of quantum effects, when they are sig-
nificant, can be accomplished with the approach described in Section
3.1.1. If we denote the height of the power spectrum of the background
noise as Nb' then the likelihood ratio associated with (3.Gl) is the
following (c ., Equation 3.71)
A =<exp{-[exp2xl]Ia 4 Eil1 2 /Nb] f dr exp[2x2(r)ljd(r)12}
A2
exp{[2/Nb] Re(a4E 1exp[x1+j41] 3 dr yco (r)d(r)
2
expFx2 (r)+jc 2(r)]) }> (3.C2)
x2(r) ,q2(r)
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where we have introduced the notation corresponding to the obvious
temporal correlator
Yco(r) = [1/ /TI f dt y(r ,t), r eA2 (3.03)
2
To obtain an explicit evaluation of A, we must perform the averag-
ing operation indicated in (3.C2). Although this averaging cannot
be determined for the general case, there exist a variety of tech-
niques which permit it to be accomplished for special cases.
First, we examine some techniques which facilitate this aver-
aging operation without recourse to a representation for the received
envelope. For sufficiently large apertures, i.e., those containing
enough coherence areas, Harger [39] has employed the central limit
theorem to claim that the argument of the exponential term of A may
be modeled as a Gaussian random variable. The averaging of the recep-
tion path fading variables is accomplished via a theorem due to Fried
[40] and along with the usual assumption of uniform phase distribu-
tion yields the following LR
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= <exp{exp[2x]Ia4Eil1 2/Nb1 f dr f dp d(r)
0 A2 A2
d*(p) Ycor) y 0co(p) exp-[ (1/2)D2r-n)l
exp{-exp2xflcE i 2/b]f dr d(r)J2}
A2
exp{-exp[4xlFcat4EiI 14/2Nb2]( f dr Id(r)12)}
A2
exp{exp[4x)[1a 4E ll/2Nb2expE4a2 2 f dr f dp
A2
jd(r) d*(p)I2 exp[-2Dx (r-p)]}> (3.C4)
where DX2(p) is the structure function for x2r); D2(P) is the
structure function for 2(r); and D2 is the wave structure function for
the perturbation term x2(r)+2(r) which is defined as follows (cS.,
Section 2.1.2)
D2(r-p) D (r-p) + D (r-p), r,p e An. (3.C5)22 2
Available results [30,41] indicate that a more accurate appro-
ximation would contend that the argument of the second exponential
term in (3.C2) tends to a Gaussian random variable and that the re-
mainder is better modeled as a lognormal random variable. This appro-
ximation involves a more difficult averaging operation which can be
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performed by means of an independence assumption for these two
variables
= exp[exp[2xi][Ia 4E 12/Nbj] f dr f dp
A2 A2
d(r.) d* (p) yc co * rcc *()yo p) e ~{-/2)D 2 rpI
Fr(exp[2x1 ]A ,D;t2)> (3.C6a)
where we define the auxiliary parameters A1 and A2 as follows
A1 4Ei2exp[-2a2 1Nbi( f dr fd(r)j 2)
A2
( f dr f dp d(r)d*(p)y *1c/2(p)exp-(1/2)D2 
-1/2
A2  A2 () e[ ) -P)])
(3.C6b)
A2 = 22 + (1/4)zn(Af dr Af dpd(r)d*(p)yc *()co(p)expF-(1/2)D2(r-p)])
2 2
- [1/2] zn( f dr Id(r)1 2). (3.C6c)
A2
Despite the difficult averages remaining in both expressions, (3.06)
is less manageable than (3.C4), thereby illustrating the tradeoff be-
tween accuracy and tractability involved in such approximations.
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He may also employ standard approximation techniques [30, 42],
.e., series expansions, to facilitate the necessary averaging opera-
tion. For any series, by increasing the number of terms retained in
the expansion, we can generate a hierarchy of increasingly accurate
and complicated approximations. The most useful approximation here
is a Taylor series for the exponential term present in the conditional
LR. For example, the first and second order approximations of this
type for Aare given by
1- [h 4 EilI2/Nb] Af dr |d(r)1 2; (3.C7a)
2
A 2  A1 + [IctEil 2/bI Af dr f dp d(r) d(p)A2  A2
Yco co(p) exp[-(l/2)D2(r-p) +
[lac 4EiI4 exp[4a21/2lb2] f dr f dp d(r)d(p)J 2exp[-2D (r-p)].
A2  A2
(3.C7b)
Other possible expansions (e.g., those due to Harger [39]) usually
involve only a part of the argument of the exponential term present
in (3,C6) and they encounter the same difficulties in performing the
averaging operation as the statistically motivated techniques just
discussed.
Next, we consider techniques which accomplish the averaging oper-
ation in (3,C2) by utilizing a representation for the received envelope.
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Halme [30] has thoroughly examined this issue and has concluded
that only the sampling representation yields tractable likelihood
ratios. One of these forms, obtained by conditioning, on the fading
parameters, has already been presented in Section 3.2.1.
4 sf = < >exp{-,4aEilLex[2xl]dq2exp[2X2,q1/Nb]
q=l
exPf[2/WbJRe(a4Eilexprxl+jl]exprx2,qic2 q]dqYq)}>
{X2,q42 ,q}
(3.C8)
wherein the terminology of that section is retained and where the
likelihood ratio is subscripted to denote its genesis. The condi-
tioning may be removed from this expression with the assumption of
N
independent fading samples X2 ,tq 2,q . The second LR is ob-
3 q=1
tained by conditioning on the noise
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=1 <exp[- Ns Ns ny/2 K (q,P)sn~ P AIFq4lh4jdqI+ X qp
{znIFyp-nP/a4 EildP1 +2
exp[ s s {znyq/a4E I+a2}Kt(Qp){nIFYp/a 4Eji +2
q=1 p=l
N N
expF I' j{arg(ry -n /a4%jdJ}Kj(q,p){arg(Fy -n /a E dl)}](11n=l qp 1p p-p 4 il P
expr s s5arg(Fyq/a4E ])K (q,p)arg([y /a4E ])]> .
q=l p=l {np}
(3.C9)
Here n is the q sample of the background noise, K is the covari-
q x
ance matrix for the fading amplitudes {x1+X2,q} , and K, is the
q=l
covariance matrix for the fading phases { J+2,q} . This averaging
over noise samples can be performed with the assumptions of independent
reception path fades and relatively weak noise.
At this point, we pause to comment on the representation of the
received envelope that we employed in Section 3.1; namely the coherence
area decomposition technique wherein we separate the receiver aperture
into a collection of coherence areas over each of which the fading
process is modeled as a complex random variable. This technique is
not an accurate representation for the received envelope but a heur-
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istic corruption of Halme's sampling representation. This inaccuracy
is unimportant in the models for which the technique was employed.
When the assumption of independent fading samples is not appro-
priate (c4 Section 3.2.1), the averaging operations in Equations
3.C8 and 3,C9 cannot be accomplished. To partially circumvent this
intractability, we apply the series expansion techniques previously
discussed to these expressions. The results thus obtained for
Asf are similar to those ((3.C7a) and (3.C7b)) previously developed.
When Asn is approximated by this method, however, a large signal
approximation is also necessary
znjy -n = znly - n/Zq = 1,2,... 4s, (3.C10)
to obtain manageable results, e.g., the first order approximation
NSF
snl Yl[ b/21  s (q,q)+K (q,q)/y
q=l
N ti
S22s{ znld K '(q,n)F[inI[dfA E /y]I-a21
q=l p=l 'q X MrI/ P
- (ZnIFy q/a4Eil]+a 2)K 1-(q,p)knldp }1
{arg(d )K ~'(q,p)arg([d czE./yl)
q= Y=1 qg( /aKE ) ( p4g )}.(-.
a rq(Fry/ (q,p)aro(d )}. (3.C1 1)
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Because ML estimators cannot be directly calculated for the
formulation (3.C1), we can apply the usual maximum likelihood ap-
proach to the approximate likelihood ratios just derived. Although
the estimators thus generated are not ML, we expect that they will re-
semble the ML estimator whenever the relevant approximation is ac-
curate. Because the approximate likelihood ratios derived via statis-
tical means possess complicated forms, they yield estimator equations
which require further approximation. For example, Aq9 (Equation 3.C4)
leads to the following equation
0 =CA 1  [-exp[2x11 f dr d(r)I{l+exp[2x1]2JE a 1 2/Qb f dpjd(p)J2 }
A2  A2
+ expr2xli(Fl/flbl) f dr f dpyco*(r)yco (p)exp[-(1/2)D24
A2  A2
{expjarg d(r)]d*(p)+expF-jarq d(p)]d(r)} +
2exp[4xl]exp[4x 22[lEilc412INb]Af dr f dp d(r)I d(p)1 2
2 A2
exp[-20 (r-p)j1]> . (3.C12)
xl
To evaluate this expectation, we must approximate the term A
The obvious means is a Taylor series which leads to a hierarchy
of estimators including the following first order ones
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A
arg d(r) = arg yCO(r) + cnst, r e A2, (3.Cl3a)
2 2 A 2
Nb + 2Ic 4Ef iexp[4a1 J f dpJd(p) =A2
2tycoA(r)I f dp expr-(1/2) 2c(r-p)J y (P)I +
2expF4c 2]1 4E 12  f dpexp[-2nX(r-p)Ad(p)j2
2
rE A2. (3.Cl3b)
It is difficult to solve this integral equation for an explicit esti-
A
mator Jd(r)I and higher order approximations for A lead tog x1
more complicated forms. Similar results can be obtained for A
ML techniques may also be applied to the Taylor series appro-
ximations for the LR to generate a hierarchy of results. In particular
applications of these techniques to A 1 yields
A
d(r) = exp[-(1/2)(a2 K (0) E )yco(r) 0,
r s A2, (3.C14)
where the latter approximation follows from the usual assumption of a
large fading phase variance (K (0) >> 1). The second order LR, A V
leads to an estimate for arg d$r) and an integral equation for
A
jd(r)I
AE
arg d(r) = arg yco(r) arg(a4 E 1 ),
r A2,
= yco(r)I f
A2
A
dply,,(p) exp[-(1/2)D 2(r-p)]ld(p)l
ja4E. 12exp[4a2]ld(r)
+
Af dpexp[-2D (r-p)]ld(p) 12
A2 xl
r e A2.
Use of Asfl provides an analogous result
A2
d = exp[-(1/2)(a2 +K(O))(a 4E 1)Yy = 0,
qsq
(3.C15b)
(3.Cl6)
as does the utilization of sf2
A
arg dq = arg Y arg(ct4Ejj),
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A
Nb d(r)
(3. Cl 5a)
(3. Cl 7a)q=1,2,...,Ns,
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A NS A
NbIdq1 = YqI yPdPlexp[-(/2)D2qP +
2 A IN AA
1ac 4E i1 exp[4a2 dq Z d lexp[-2D (qp)],P= pgqX2
q = l,2,...,N .(3.Cl7b)
On the other hand, the first order estimates provided by
are given by
A 4EZ) exra2exP-<tn\Y (-l) = (Ei~1exPra2lY
(3.C18)
where the last approximation follows from the assumption of a large
signal (c4., Equation 3.C10). Using this same assumption, we determine
that the second order estimates satisfy the following collection of
coupled equations
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Zn {2 -Nb 4
N Ns dcE
b I 1 K9(q,p) tn
q 4Yp
AN N
d b _NE_ s  dE
+ K"n Id(1%UPm) zn m
Yq P=1 m=1 ym
qA
+ arg d K'(pm) arg } 1 0
q 2,,,. Ns (3.C19a)
AN5  (~)+K1(lp
argd Ed b
p q1
N N N
Nb N s d a4EidA a 4E i1
K (q,p) arg+ argi
y 7
q P q
Ns N AAA
{ ~ ~ arg(d )K4(p m) arg +] ndtK;(pm)tn{ d
p=1 m=1 Y:. Mrri
q = 1, 2, ,.., Ns (3am,119b)
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Higher order estimates are determined by yet more complicated pairs
of coupled equations. As expected for the ML approach 32], first
order estimates depend only on the received envelope and the parameters
of the process upon which we have conditioned the calculation of the
appropriate likelihood ratio (e.g., xi+jil+x2(r)+ji2(r) for 1A).
The second order estimates also depend on the covariance function of
this conditioning process.
Excluding the trivial cases, the application of ML techniques to
approximate likelihood ratios, whether they are derived by statistical
arguments or by series expansions, leads to estimators that are speci-
fied by means of coupled or integral equations from which we may deduce
the structure of the processor [28] designed to form these estimators
from the received envelope. Analytic difficulties associated with the
solution of these equations, however, prevent explicit evaluation of the
estimators or their mean-square errors so that we are unable to ascertain
the quality of such processors.
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APPENDIX 3D
Using the line-of-sight propagation model described in Section
2.1, we examine passive irradiance imaging in a turbulent but noise-
less environment. In the original formulation for point sources [31,
45], the received envelope consists of the (free-space) propagated
form of the transmitted envelope along with a multiplicative disturb-
ance due to the turbulence, i.e.,
y(r) = { f dr' b(r')h.(r-r')}exp[x21(r-ro')+j 21(r-ro')3,
A1
r e A2,(3.DI)
where r0' is the location of the point source in the aperture A1 .
The generalization of this model to include extended sources [29, 46]
usually employs the isoplanatic assumption
y(r) = f dr' b(r')h0(r-r')expfx21(r-r',Q)+j 21(r-r',0)],
A1
r E A2, (3.D2)
so that turbulent effects are included in a convolutional form. As pre-
viously discussed, the equally useful assumption of unilateral coherence
(c4., Section 2.1.4) may be used to obtain a model which retains the
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multiplicative representation for turbulent effects
y(r) = A dr' b(r')h0(r-r')exp[x21(r,O)+j121(r,O)]
A d(r)exp[x(rD)+jc(r,0)J, r s-A2. (3.D3)
Despite the exclusion of background noise, the resulting formulations
(3.D2) and (3,D3) are still not amenable to standard analytical methods.
We next examine several techniques that have been developed for circum-
venting the relative intractability of these models.
The imaging properties [151 of a thin lens make it an obvious choice
(c4. Appendix 3B) for processing the received envelope, a selection
strengthened by the occurence, albeit irregular and infrequent, of
"good seeing" phenomena. Employment of a thin lens with focal length
L (the length of the propagation path) and the transmission function
w(r) provides the following image spectrum, i.e., the Fourier transform
of the intensity in the focal plane of the lens
0(f) = f dr{w(r)w*(r-xLf)d(r)d*(r-xLf)
A2
exprx(r)+j (r)+x(r-xLf)-jt(r-xLf)], (3.D4)
where f is the transformation variable which may be interpreted as a
spatial frequency. For a lens of sufficient quality, the uncorrupted
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image spectrum
I(f) = f dr{w(r)w*(r-xLf)d(r)d*(r-xLf)} (3.D5)
A2
is an adequate representation [14, 15] of the object spectrum.
Linear combination of many of these short exposure image spectra
leads to the well-known [31, 45] long exposure image spectrum
0LE(f) = <9(f)> = I(f)LE f) (3.D6)
where <-> denotes an ensemble average over the turbulence and where
TLE(f) is the long exposure turbulent mutual coherence function (MCF).,
TLE(f) = exp[x(r)+jcp(r)]exp[x(r-xLf)-je(r-xLf)] =
exp[-(1/2)D(xLf)]. (3.D7)
which utilized D(.), the wave structure function defined in Section
2,1,1. The presence of this term in Equation 3.D6 severely degrades
high spatial frequencies present in the object spectrum so that much
subsequent effort [35] has been expended in the development of techniques
for the recovery of this high frequency information,
Those advances which have been achieved are usually counterbalanced
by some restriction of the image. As an example we consider the
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technique of speckle interferometry [48-51] which has recently evolved in
connection with the measurement of stellar diameters. This method in-
volves post-lens processing based on the observation that the average
of the modulus-squared MCF, i.e.,
<10(f)1 2> = I'(f)1 2 <IT(f2> (3.D8)
remains modestly attenuated for all spatial frequencies within the dif-
fraction limit of the lens. Appropriate processing [48] leads to the
recovery of the moduli of these spatial frequencies which represent suf-
ficient information for the previously described objective.
The restrictions imposed by this technique include the absence of
phase information for the recovered frequencies which eliminates its ap-
plication to imaging since, in general3 there exists no method for re-
constructing an image from the amplitude of its spectrum. Furthermore,
the modest attenuation of the recovered amplitudes may be a factor of
nearly 103 so that the presence of noise will necessitate many additional
measurements at higher spatial frequencies to achieve an equivalent SNR.
These restrictions illustrate the tradeoffs which may be utilized to ob-
tain specialized information as opposed to a complete image.
Another technique for circumventing model intractabilities, homo-
morphic processing (see [52] for a discussion), is based on the observa-
tion that certain nonlinear estimation problems can be cast into a linear
form by means of reversible nonlinear operations. This linear form is
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processed with standard techniques and subsequently passed through the in-
verse nonlinear operation to obtain an estimator. While analysis of this
method is unduly complicated, there exists ample experimental evidence [52]
to verify its utility.
Application of this method along with a maximum likelihood criteria
for the linear processing yields precisely the estimator suggested in
Appendix 3B; namely,
dr) =exp2(rf/M, r A2  (3.09)
where {ym(r)} are M independent (temporally obtained) received
envelopes. When this quantity is passed through a lens, the image spectrum
becomes the following
0(f) = f dr{w(r)w*(r-xLf)d(r)d*(r-xLf)}
A2
M M
F n n exp{xm(r)+jm(r)+xz (r-xLf)-j$ (r-XLf)}] .(3.D10)
When many of these (M-diversity) short-term exposures are combined to
form a long exposure image spectrum, we obtain the following result
<0(f)> = 1(f) exp[(2a2/M)]exp[-(l/2M)D(XLf)j. (3. Dll1)
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As indicated in expression (3.Dll), for the proper selection of M, we
may form diffraction-limited images for any lens through a turbulent
environment by means for non-adaptive pre-processing. For the Kolmogorov
spectrum [11], this effect is illustrated in Figure 3.6 wherein we
plot the normalized M-diversity MCF, exp[-(l/2M)D(xLf)] for a receiver
aperture which contains 100 turbulent coherence areas. In this context,
M-diversity processing increases the cutoff frequency (the maximum resolv-
able frequency according to an arbitrary criterion [311) by a factor of
3/5, In view of the diffraction-limited image provided by (the appro-
priate) V-diversity long exposure, it has pointed out [85] that relatively
few of the constituent Mdiversity short exposures can supply images that
are significantly inferior to the diffraction-limited one. This beha-
ior may be attributed to the formation of the M-diversity short expo-
sure since this procedure introduces an averaging effect.
There remain two major difficulties associated with utilization
of the estimator (3.99). First, we have not determined a method for
implementing the necessary pre-processing because of the troublesome
but crucial Nth root operation (holograms can be used to realize the
required multiplication). Second, inclusion of background noise in
this model has not yet been accomplished and appears to involve in-
tractabilities due to the form of the estimator. Furthermore, but
common to all previous approaches, the unilateral coherence (or
isoplanatic) approximation severely restricts the class of "imageable"
sources.
log MCF. 0
LEGEND: D IS A APERTURE DIAMETER
FIGURE 3.6:
rI S TURBULENT COHERENCE LENGTH
<T>SE & <T>LE ARE FRIED'S MCF'S [31]
Ty fIS THE FREE SPACE MCF
THE MUTUAL COHERENCE FUNCTION (MCF) OBTAINED BY
M-DIVERSITY PROCESSING IN COMPARISON TO BOTH THE
FREE SPACE MCF AND FRIED'S MCF'S FOR AN APERTURE
WHICH CONTAINS 100 COHERENCE AREAS
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APPENDIX 4A
In this appendix we reexamine approximation (4.10) which replaces
the integral definition of sowith a sum of random variables
so Bn exp xn+j}i1. (4.Al)
n=1
Specifically we are interested in the mutual dependences of the random
fading amplitudes {x). For previous approximations of this type
(c4., Section 3.1), these random variables were associated with a
single perturbation process which also determined the coherence areas
(or the sampling distances) so that the slight dependences existing
among them could be neglected [3, 30, 331. In this case, however,
the fading amplitudes are attributed to a composite process which is
the summation of two perturbation processes so that significant de-
pendences can arise. For example, when these processes possess co-
herence areas of vastly different sizes, the smaller one effectively
determines the coherence area for the composite process so that the
part of the fading amplitude due to the process with the larger co-
herence area will retain a high degree of correlation over these areas.
Although analysis of the general formulation is complicated,
there exist several specializations for thich these dependences are
slight enough to permit the use of Levitt's results (cS., Section 4.1).
For the statistically homogeneous and isotropic turbulence which we
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have previously employed, the restriction to near equality of the in-
volved pathlengths will ensure that the perturbation processes possess
coherence areas of nearly equal size. Each process now may be modelled
as a random variable over each coherence area so that
0= n exP[xlf+IlfnlexPX2, n+j2,nl. (4.A2)
=n=l
In accordance with our usual assumptions, the sets {xln} and
{x2,n} are independent and the members of each set exhibit only
negligible dependences [30, 33]. Consequently, the composite fading
amplitudes {xn} are independent thereby justifying the use of
available results.
Another relevant specialization occurs when one or the other of
these processes has only one coherence area. Equation 4.Al here re-
duces to the following expression
NIT
60 exp[ +jgl]] Y B expFX2 n+j2,n(4.A3)
n=l
From which we observe that Levitt's results may be applied to the
summation. The random variable 101 is then lognormally distributed
whenever the magnitude of the summation is also lognormally distributed.
Otherwise neither the Rayleigh nor the lognormal distribution can be
accurately assigned to 0.'
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The final specialization requires that both perturbation terms possess
a large number of coherence areas but does not restrict their relative
sizes. Assuming that the larger of the coherence areas corresponding
to the perturbation processes contains N of the smaller coherence
p
areas, we may rewrite Equation 4.Al as follows
NT/N N n
0 LX2,n+j 2,n] X. P=lV ep 2 Jt  =N Vnl)+1 xl 1,J 1~
(4.A4a)
N /N
T p s (4.A4b)
n=l
The random variables {sn} exhibit negligible dependences and each of
them possesses a well-behaved distribution (i.e., they have finite mo-
ments). Consequently, we may invoke the Central Limit Theorem [28, 32,
38] whenever NT/Np is sufficiently large to argue that has a
uniformly distributed phase and a Rayleigh distributed amplitude.
The preceding specializations have indicated some circumstances
under which the models examined in Chapter 4 accurately describe the
random variable P . Further specializations will not be examined
here since we have already demonstrated the utility of the models that
were analyzed.
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APPENDIX SA
In this appendix, we calculate the increment in the radius of
the minimum spot size required to offset the effects of beam wander
and, hence, to preserve the "physical orthogonality" of the turbu-
lent scanning set. The criterion [58 employed to determine the mem-
bers of the scanning set requires that each member have a fraction of
its energy no larger than exp[-2] outside of its spot size. For
example, in the free space context, the radius, R. of the spot size
follows directly from the application of this criterion to (5.2a)
dr l/WO2 )x[[r2., 2
Ir>R dr (/nW02)exp[-[r 2 2] < exp[-2] 
(.Al)
since the preceding expression implies that
R > /2 1W0 . (5. A2)
In the case where beam wander effects are significant, we generalize
the criterion of "'physical orthogonality" to require that, on the
average, each member have no more than exp[-2] of its energy outside
of its effective spot size (which exceeds its actual spot size in
order to counteract the wandering of the beam). For the received en-
velope given by (5.9b), this criterion implies that the radius, R',
of the effective spot size satisfies the following
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f dr (/ 0 2 2)expE-(,r-A 2  > _ exp[-23. (5.A3)
Irl>R'
The beam wander parameter A is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector
[12] with independent components that have identical variances (de-
noted by agw2 ). The use of these statistics in the evaluation of
(5.A3) indicates that
R= /2 [4 0 12+aB' 2 1/2.(5.A4)
Since the reduction in spot size (from S to ST) was due solely
to the removal of beam wander effects, it follows that
2 - 2 + 2 (5.A5)
in agreement with Yura [57]. Hence, as we claimed in Section 5.1, the
effective spot size is unchanged.
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